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Central Saanich school Oct. 16.
’s during the rugby game at the
gobble-dee-goop
Staff at Saanichton’s ex­
perimental farm thought they 
had eaten one plate too many of 
Thanksgiving fare after spotting 
a wild turkey on the premises.
The first ever wild turkey 
sighting on Vancouver Island 
created intense speculation 
among the scientific communi­
ty.
Some of the nation’s finest 
research minds puzzled over the 
scientific mystery of the 80s: 
just what species of bird was it, 
and where did it come from?
Staff researcher Mike Mc­
Cormick summed up the riddle: 
"We don’t know if it’s a turkey 
ora peahen,"
"He looks like a peacock, 
but . . . he docs sort of gobJ 
blc."
In desperation, tin? scientists
first telephoned the Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals, who supplied specific 
species’ descriptions to solve the 
dilemma.
Failing still to discern the dif­
ference, researchers the called 
the Review, who called in their 
ace-in-the hole, biologist Cy 
Hampson.
After investigating the puzzl­
ing report and conducting a 
two-way discussion with the 
mystery bird, Hunii)son pro­
nounced to the assembled media 
it was in fact, a true wild turkey.
Complicating the riddle, it’s a 
friendly turkey. Mampson said 
it is apparently tame because it 
was totally unconcerned with 
his approach,
Hampson was the only man 
in the world to call for this job.
He had just returned from a 
turkey safari in Alberta.
“We had just seen a group of 
wild turkeys which had been in­
troduced to the Red Deer 
valley . . . and we had seen 
them earlier this year in the high 
country of north-eastern 
Arizona near Show Low where 
they are present in considerable 
numbers,
“The bird at the experimental 
station had the same field marks 
as the wild ones, (he upper tail 
coverts and tip of the tail rusiy- 
chesinut, rather than white or 
huffy as in the common 
domestic turkey," he explained.
But how and wliy the 
mysterious Vancouver Island 
appearance?
Hampson has no idea how 
Continued on A3
Port of Sidney 
now takes shape
By SUSAN McLEAN 
Review Staff Writer
The Port of Sidney took a 
giant leap towards reality Mon- 
duv iiiglit when cetuiieil veued 
unanimously to remove the 
issue from iu camera negotia­
tions and submit a revampetl 
Sidney Pier Holdings proposal 
by next week in hopes of pro­
curing federal funding.
The $9.4 million waterfront 
development plan submitted by 
the Vancouver firm has changed 
substantially from the original 
proposal, Mayor Norma Sealey 
told council.
Initially, she said, the town 
was approached to pay $2.86 
million if the developers kicked 
in $7.6 million.
After negotiating with Sidney 
Pier Holdings, Sealey reported, 
the town of Sidney will pay 
$342,100 towards the project.
Sidney Pier Holdings will be 
responsible for constructing a 
$1.25 million marina, $385,000 
towards marine village 
sitework, $2 million for the 
marine village, $150,000 
towards a government wharf, 
$403,000 for a post office, $3.9 
million in residential complexes 
and $897,000 for site prepara­
tion.
The municipality’s portion 
will be allocated to pay for mov­
ing the museum ($50,000) and 
site servicing ($292,100).
‘‘I don’t feel the least bit em- 
barassed about presenting these 
figures,” Sealey said Monday. 
"In summary and substance we 
have ail agreement in all the 
negotiated points council wish­
ed ustoniake.; ^ ' /
"Wc accomplished a fair 
amount for being babes in the 
woods," the mayor quipped.
The figures included in the 
costing report, she said, arc 
prdiminary and may change 
should the federal government 
fall through with funding or if 
the outside breakwater concept 
is not accepted.
Other points agreed to by 
Sidney Pier Holdings, Sealey 
said, included au alternate plan 
should an inside breakwater be 
approved and extensive dredg­
ing necessitated along with 
relocating a portion of the com­
mercial structures and open 
space.
Tlic developers also noted 
hopes of council eventually pro­
viding a park east of the Sidney 
Hotel parking lot.
Acknowledging council’s 
veto of a downtown revitaliza­
tion plan, Sidney Pier Holdings 
st.igge.siecl "a gronndswcll of ef­
fort will arise" with tlie pro­
ject's complc! ion which mtiy 
lead to revitalizing the 
downtown core.
The developers also backed 
down on pltms to construct 
residential premises over com­
mercial builditigs iind agreed to 
unite ttnd limit to 12 
townliouscs on block C tind D, 
Sidney Pier Holdings also
agreed to a number of other 
concessions inchuiing removing 
individual tingcr piers, combin­
ing dockage, reimbursing the 
municipality S40,{){)i) for .loti 
Parker’s marina opertuion and 
piovide a 50.'50 ratio of tiaii-. 
•sient and permanent moorage 
facilities.
ins'
Sealey told council the federal 
government’s funding deadline 
means "we don’t have the time 
to go to a referendum."
How the town raises the 
$342,000 "is up to council,” the 
mayor said, adding that she 






By AARON DOYLE 
and SUSAN McLEAN 
Review Staff Writers
Frustrated and angry with 
Sidney council, the local Ad­
visory Planning Commission is 
considering resigning en masse.
Representatives from the 
volunteer planning advisors met 
with The Review Saturday. 
"We feel forced to go to the 
press out of frustration and 
fear,” said APC chairman Mike 
Stanlake.
"The public should really be 
concerned,’’
“Many decisions arc being 
made in a vacuum,’’ said 
member Campbell Black. 
"Council is looking at one thing 
in isolation, not an overall 
plan.”
In a secret meeting last week, 
council voted to negotiate with 
Sidney Pier Holdings for a ma­
jor waterfront project involving 
a marina and condominium 
complex.
At that time, council also 
heard a report from the APC 
who "consider it unwise to 
allow private re.sidential 
development on public lands.’’
According to all APC 
members, they’ve had little in­
put and even less .supplied in-
formation to form recommen­
dations.
"In spite of what council con­
siders to be its ability, profes­
sional input is really impor­
tant,” said Black.
"It always happens this way 
on major issues," he said, 
noting council’s previous 
method of handling the Land­
mark building and the land pur­
chase for the one-way couplet 
for Bevan .Avenue.
Stanlake agrees. "When 
council asked us to look at the 
port plan, all we got was some 
very early conceptual drawings 
of a developer’s idea of what 
would be nice to have on the 
waterfront. We received no con­
crete plans and no hard (finan­
cial) numbers." ■
For two of the submitted pro­
posals, the volunteer adyisors 
were given a single sheet of: 
typewritten paper, the chairmah 
said. “For one proposal we 
were not given any information 
at all -- hot even a, site plan. 
How do you make an; informed 
recornmendatibn?’’
At a later meeting held to 
discuss the submitted port con­
cepts, Stanlake said, "We ex­
pected the developers would be 
present to answer questions. We 
expected to have a full set of 
Continued on Page A2
on
j-:- Sidney council lias released information concerning tlic 
S: controversial Port of .Sidney proposal and rnembcr.s want 
public responsequickly.
gi special information meeting is scheduled for Monday, 
Oct. 27 from 2 to4 p.m. and from 5 (o 7 p.m. for the Ad- 
visory Planning Commission, Advisory Design Panel 
members atid the general public to view the pljin and ask 
j:;: queslions.
'f: Sidney IMcr Moldings represenhilives anfJ council
members x c on hand to tmswer queries and listen to 
•:i: siiggesC^ .
jili Thcic ‘cii subsianiitd chtinges to the origiiud sub- 
jx mission iiiaUc by the Vancouver devcloiiers (see rclaicd 
iji: story).
■f; A federally-imposed dcatllinc to submit the proposal for 
fj: possible fundingnecessitates a public tneciiag held ;is soon 




Part three of a threc'pan series.
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
1 lie blue room is sirangcly calming tind peaceful and ii':s 
here the "lady with the lioi hands” has cured ihmisamis of 
people from multiple sclerosis to miuraiiics.
Armc Sherwood has been a ccriifieil .spiritual licalcr for 
19 ycih.s. She doesn't charge lot iter services tmtl i.s Invoked 
up wcek.s in advance,“Hut if someone is in need of hetsllng 
I will alway.s see litem."
"All healing comes from Clod's energy and I am ti chan­
nel for |hi.s energy along with a ihoiisiind other people."
Spiritual or faith healing tis it is someiimes called, is very 
popular ip FnglantI aiHf was endorsed r’i!ia,v: ChaiLs a',, 
an alternative medicine three years ago.
Ho.spiials in Britain have lists of .spit iitial licaler.s iind if !i 
patient wants :t healer, the nurse can phone one to come to 
the h(?(h;lde. Sherwood say;;, she is oficu ,called tu ilic 




xr V'" "A '5
rxxv'v
it
"I luive never linil any conflict \vlili tlic doctors tis 
, as ilierc is noUioney involved. At first they iisk me liow 
mud) I cliarge iuiil wlten iliey Iind out it is free they don’t 
' mind ill all." .
A’ When a giiiiieni at rives, Sherwood tiikcs them into her
liealing room anti sits ilicm on a chtiir facing ti ptiiiiting of 
the I:ortl's fiantls,
i She then stands bdiiiid the patient, places her hiuids i.m 
li'ieir ■dioidders iuid ;i prayeiyof atiuncmcnt. Tlicn, site 
mils her liands on die aieji tliai Imris.
' 'Hic hciiling sensation is a licaf whicli nitty be 
peiH'Oaiing, piickiy, inoiM slitirp, Shciwood explained. 
Som'Muu'" v’>l!ntoM’\n't*,v!ii:h,
"My first paiiciii wa.s diiilwiic, almost loudly blind tind 
alter healing, she livcii for iinoiher two ycius ami got her 
■' sight Inick.'" , y,, ;y , A’
lici iiiosi iimacinous iicahng mvtdvecf a mnltiplc 
sderosis patient v,ho drove dosvn froiii the Inierior ut he 
. healed,
: .Stteisvood siltd siic )H)i her hands tm his sfioulders and 
dtmii lll•v^,'Sick and flien !iw,'IV fic went,
Coniiniied on Pane BIO
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Oct. 20 to Oct. 26, 1986
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APC fight port project
Continued from Page A1 
drawings. But we were not given 
any nuinbcr.s. We were not 
given anything.”
Thi.s i.s contrary to normal 
practice, tie .said. “If a guy 
wants to build a little tiny 
building on Bevan Avenue, he 
has to come to .A,PC with a full 
set of drawings to show his in­
tentions. We have to have 
something concrete to base our 
(.iecisions.
“Bui in this ca.se. we still have 
no idea what the developer 
wants to build down there.”
Stanlake also said he’s afraid
that with only two eouneil 
members negotiating with 
Sidney Pier Holdings ‘‘they’ll 
decide what will end up down 
there and then come back and 
say ‘this is what we get’.
“We were all amazed it was 
just going to be (Mayor) Norma 
Sealey and one alderman doing 
all the negotiating,” he said. 
“They won’t have any planners 
or professional people with 
them.”
“The APC, the Advisory 
Design Panel and public won’t 
really have any input and won’t 




7820 Contral .Saanich Road 
Sunday School 9:45 am
Worship 11:00 am
E. KRATOFIL —Paslor 
«7-S527 652-2723
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church




















10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE-652-3680
Stanlake .said.
As an e.xample, Stanlake 
pointed out council’s decision 
to move the post office from its 
present location to the water­
front. “Thai’s ludicrous,” he 
said. “You want a post office to 
be accessible.’”
The recent public display of 
port proposals at town hall was 
a sham, the APC chairman 
said. “The public got conned 
the same way we did. What the 
public saw was nothing like 
what it will actually be. All they 
.saw was a pretty picture.”
The chairman said council 
should first seek professional 
assistance, firm up the proposed 
plan, seek public input and then 
turn the information over to the 
advisory commission for recom- 
inentiaiions.
Other AF^C members agree. 
“1 think council does not want 
any interference.” commented 
Black. “The APC is only there 
becaii.se of the .Municipal Act. '
“I’m sure the previous coun­
cil would not have allotted the 
money to buy that land if they 
knew it was going to be con- 
dominums down there,” Black 
said.
Stanlake added: “I’m also 
afraid that without professional 
help, something could go down
there that is in the best interest, 
of the developer and not the 
town. Sidney may be paying for 
this for a long time.”
Victoria architect Thomas 
Stark backed the APC’s recom­
mendations. “Otherwise, you 
could get a rotten deal for 
Sidney. It could well cost them a 
lot of money over the years.”
APC members unanimously 
e.xpressed frustration over the 
issue. “There was definitely talk 
of mass resignation,” said 
Stanlake. “But 1 don’t like to 






W. Saanich and Milts Rd. 
Sunday Services 8 a.rn. and 10 a.m. 
THE REV. D.L. MALiNS - 656-3223
ST. ANDREWS NORTH 
PReSBYTERIAN 
CHURCH
Corner of 4th and Sidney 
Sewice and Sunday School S:30 a.m.
384-5734
Central Saanich' will be 
swearing in a new deputy 
police chief Oct. 31.
George Lawson is a 24- 
year veteran of the RCMP 
and most recently served as 
staff sergeant at RCMP 
headquarters in Victoria.
The deputy chief will 
as.sist Chief Bob Miles with 
administrative duties. 
“.And it will free up the 
sergeants so they can spend 
more time on the road with 
the 11 constables.”
ST. MARY’S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
Cult,-a Ave. Saanichton
Communion
10.00 am Family Service
followed by refreshments 





Moose Hall 7925 E. Saanich Rd. 
Sunday School 9;30 a.m.
Memorial Meeting 11:15 a.m.
652-3606
Ron & Eunice Freeman Welcome you to
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
4th a Mt. Baker, Sidney 656-9957 
SUNDAY 10:30 a.m. pTamiiy Worship 
and Sunday School





Sunday Service 9:30 am, 11:00 am 
Sunday School 9:30 am





10990 W. Saanich Rd.
Sun. Service 9:30 a.m.
REV R. HORI PRATT 
656-3213-656-1930
ST. ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH
9686-3rd. St.. Sidney 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
I 8 am, 9 am and 11 am
I (Church School & Nursery at 9 am) 





















Wondering where to vote 
in today’s provincial elec­
tion?
Registered voters should 
have received a card by mail 
by now telling them exactly 
where to cast their ballot.
They can attend that poll­
ing place today (Oct. 22) 
between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m..
If you are not registered 
to vote, you may still apply 
by going to a polling place 
in your area with two pieces 
of identification. Officials 
at the polls will assist you to 
register.
Local polling places in­
clude Sanscha Hall, local 
elementary schools in­
cluding Brentwood, 
Keating, Cordova Bay, 
McTavish, Sidney, and 
Deep Cove, as well as 
Mount Newton and North 
Saanich Middle Schools.




W JOIN YOUR NEIGHBORS FOR A DELIGHTFULLY SPOOKY TIME THIS 
^ \ HALLOWE’EN! LOOK BELOW FOR HALLOWE’EN HAPPENINGS 
IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD -------
SIDNEY:
CHILDREN’S COSTUME PARTY
For children ages 0 to 12 years and iht^ir parents,
" 4 to 6 p,m. at Sanscha Hall 0
*• C.iarnr;s, ireats, haunted house, cartoons, :
« Costun'ie judging slaris atnl: 1 a puTWith ages 2 
and under "
• Admission FFtEE, rnoro into phono 656-7271, 




Fun for the entire family ,
• Located at Tuiista fCark
• ;7;0(,'pm bonfire starts
• Approximately 9:00 pm lire fireworks start’”
» Free refreshmonta, cotjriesy Lions (5lub Can- 
' 'teen. ■' '■ ,■
Many thonkS: to the Sidney Fire Dept,, Public 
Works Staff, Tanners and Sidney Rr-^rvir-;f> gronps 
for theirwolunfeer time and financial assistance: 
Cancelled if inclorTTatl VJoati'irjr;
BONFIRE AND 
FIREWORKS DISPLAY
.p l.ocated at Wain Hoad Firehail 
* G; prn Bonfire sdarts witti fireworks !o lollov.
CENTRAL SAANICH;
iV'
N. • Complementary iio 
donuts
tdogs, drinks, coffee ar d
J • More info coll 656*0 Many thanks to Hie N 781'nrti) Sannici') Volunteer Fir e




I >'. ■ ■■ .• I ’ I i ’• l i : .4 i, \ .-11 y ,, i 111H \ I y 7I ' v.,0, i I 0, * y I m
Fun games,,candy freats 
• Cordumejudging starts at 4:15 pin sharp wilti
Admission,F,REFrnorn' li A,,,,!,, (dloi to G52"44z(4^-L:





^ P* Agriculture Folrgr(,->unrls
't A'.. " Hotdogs and drinks
* Fireworks and skyrockets
,• 'file li.ip tia! will be,I passed to l)(;)ip defer rjost of :
IhL: liiuwoilvs , , ,
• For rhoro info, call G52-4444
Many, thanks jo, ttio tollowing groups who irolp 
sptinwHji aiH.1 vuiuiiiuwi Hkihi lime lor this event 
Contral Saamcn i'Sec.ieation, Agricullural Society’' 
Boys and Girin r''i,ib. Central Raanict)' l ionG anci 
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SHE MIGHT NOT COME to her newly dubbed name, 
but “Roast,” the wild turkey Is the pet of the research 
station.
Gobble-dee-goop
Continued from Page A1 
the bird arrived on the Penin­
sula.
“Turkeys are New World 
birds, indigenous here,” he 
said, adding that fossilized 
drumsticks had been found 
dating back 40 million years to 
Oligocene times.
In fact, turkeys were first 
brought to Europe by Spanish 
conquistadores in the 16th cen­
tury, said Hampson.
The new' delicacy was a big 
favorite with Henry VIII, who 
reportedly weighed a svelte 130 
pounds before its introduction.
Ark
plans?
Maybe there’s a flood com­
ing.
Perhaps Sidney RCMP are 
looking for someone who may 
be planning to build an ark, 
after three-and-a-half gallons of
boat-building glue were stolen 
from a Harbour Road home. 
The glue was worth approx­
imately S400.
“The Pilgrim Fathers, on 
their arrival in New England, 
found wild turkeys incredibly 
abundant, so abundant that 
they sold in the marketplace for 
a cent or two a pound!” said 
Hampson.
However, because turkeys are 
forest birds, as man expanded 
and the woods shrunk, so did 
the wild turkey population. The 
last bird vanished from the New 
England woods more than 100 
years ago, said Hampson.
So the appearance of a wild 
turkey here on the Island re­
mains a mystery, although 
Review investigative staff are 
busy checking airline and bus 
passenger lists.
Meanwhile, experimental 
farm scientists are conducting 
preliminary work on a linguistic 
program and have already 
begun communicating with the 
turkey.
The bird has already told 
scientists that his compatriots 
are impressed and grateful that 
to call someone a “turkey” has 
become an honorary title for 
humans, noting that it has been 
conferred on some of our 




Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey blasted The Review for 
“unethical attempts to sabotage” the Port of Sidney plan in a 
15-minute dissertation Monday night.
Pointing to last week’s Review coverage of council’s secret 
meeting which sealed the fate of the waterfront project, 
Sealey lambasted both the newspaper and “its informant,” 
for detailing in camera discussions.
The mayor also took exception to charges that the informa­
tion was kept behind closed doors. “The proposal has always 
been public,” she said. “Only negotiating strategy was dealt 
with in camera.”
Quoting passages from the article, Sealey claimed the story 
“smacks of an attempt to scuttle the whole project.”
Crediting council with scrapping the downtown revitaliza­
tion portion of the proposal, she said, was incorrect. 
“Revitalization is not scrapped. The discussion stated it is not 
considered at this time. Had the informant been present at the 
meeting this would have been understood."
The Review did not name its information sources.
As to charges of not returning repeated phone calls from 
the Review, Sealey said she was away that Tuesday, at CRD 
on Wednesday, away Thursday, in meetings 1-riday and in 
Vancouver over the weekend.
Moving the museum, the mayor stiid. “is hardly secret. But 
had the informant been at the meeting he would have 
understood another motion pertaining to the feasability of 
moving the brick building, not the mu.seum.”
“It’s surprising the informant didn't give the covering 
minutes (to the Review) as well,” Sealey charged.
At the end of the meeting, the mayor lianded out photostat 
copies of a report prepared by a municipal lawyer which 
points out legalities to consider should a council member 
reveal discussions from an in camera meeting.
“It points out a duty to the municipality, a legal considera­






-FIT & TRIM 
•PET BEDS
1
71D5B W. Saanich Road 652-0524
Worker
injured
Victor Henderson of 1181 
Verdier Ave was helping his 
friend Alvin Helmerson lay 
some concrete at 879 Clarke Rd 
Oct.' 14 when things went 
wrong. He landed in hospital.
Henderson w-as holding the 
nozzle of a cement mLxer when 
an air bubble clogged the hose 
forcing it to “fly out of his 
grasp and strike him on the 
right side of the head and crack­
ing his wrist,” according to 
Central Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Miles’report.
Henderson was taken to 






Free Coffee & Donuts while they last,
20”
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RATE AS OF OCT. 20 
• $1.3705
$ 1. = $ 1.37 $13. = $17.81
$ 2. = $ 2.74 $14. = $19.18
$ 3. = $ 4.11 $15. = $20.55
$ 4. = $ 5.48 $16. = $21.92
$ 5. = $ 6.85 $17. = $23.29
S 6. = $ 8.22 $18. = $24.66
$ 7. = S 9.59 $19. = $26.03
$ 8. = $10.96 $20. = $27.41 
$ 9. = $12.33 $25. = $34.26 
$10. = $13.70 $30. = $41.11 
$11. = $15.07 $40. = $54.82 
$12. = $16.44 $50. = $68.52 
Retailers please place this table 
on your cash register
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Opinion
Flcmnlfig the key 
t@ S§lmd View beach
Twenty years ago when you thought of Island View 
Beach, images of a serene ocean, abundant wildlife and 
plenty of beach to stroll along came to mind.
Today, if you can hear the ocean from the sound of 
motors kicking up the gravel, rows of recreational 
vehicles will greet you.
Is this the beach where local falconer Frank Beebe 
conducted the first successful domestic breeding project 
in North America?
While it is acknowledged the Peninsula must attract 
tourism in every way, planning with a view to the future 
must be the key.
The Capital Regional District, with input from Cen­
tral Saanich council, must get together and formulate a 
structured design for an RV park in one area, close to, 
but not on, the beach.
Everyone will win in the long run, for once a beach 
and its habitat is destoyed, it will take a long time to 
restore.
Valuable tralamg
Work experience is the most valuable training young 
people can have as they graduate from high school.
An announcement by School District 63 staff last 
week that they are working towards an expanded work 
experience co-op program is great news.
. And while local businesses may have to reorganize to 
accommodate students and take a bit of time to super­
vise and train, the end result will be worth the communi­
ty’s effort.
Every skill a student can learn, each “real world” ex­
perience, will equip them to go out and find a job.
And any program that can teach a young person these 
skills is worth the extra work.
Fights aot needed
What do people go to hockey games for — to see 
' playei-s execute their skills, or to watch them slam each 
: other into the penalty box? .
And it applies to all ages from bantam up to NHL 
'■■players.'/.
, But; the^ violence seems; to -be- mq prevalent-^at-, the 
r uiidget agetgrqiip'— to the ex|bnt that parerits are reluc­
tant to enrol their children in the sport.
And over the past 15 years, enrolment has been 
steadily declining, according to the B.C. Amateur 
Sports director.
Last week, the Peninsula Eagleswere roughed up by 
Sooke resulting in the Eagles’ coach blacklisting the 
Sooke team. The fans’ aggression also caused the pro­
blem and it is often the spectators who encourage 
players to draw blood.
Fighting is boring. Games, which often start out close 
and exciting to watch, disintegrate when aggression 
boils over into violence.
Enough is enough players, coaches and spectators. 
Let’s try and cut down on the number of fights and in­
crease the number of good games, which in the long 
run, will reap benefits for the team as a whole.
aspiring iciam a
Editor:
I was more than a little 
dismayed on my return to B.C. 
this past week to read in this 
and other papers that the 
leading contenders for the right 
to govern this province are 
refusing to enter public debate 
on issues on the upcoming elec­
tion and will instead be winging 
it on “style”.
This is really quite oturageous 
and should be an affront to 
every decent British Columbian, 
for as I see it, there’s been far 
too much winging it with so 
called style in the past decade 
and its left us in a sorry state in 
B.C. — an accumulated debt
somewhere arund the $20 
billion mark and a deficit for 
this year along somewhere over 
$2 billion. Who knows — the 
government is not even telling 
us this basic information so 
critical in allowing us to make 
decisions. But my guess is you 
can be sure Bill Bennett and his 
cronies aren’t abandoning the 
ship because things are looking 
up.
The state of the economy, 
education, health care, develop­
ment, unemployment and 
sound plans for the future are 
all issues that must be addressed 
and have fundamental changes 
made for a viable future here.
And r don’t mean chaiiges as 
proposed by the socialists who 
are long on glittering promises 
but mighty short on viability. 
Tho.se contemplating the route 
of the NDP would do well to 
look at what’s happened in Bri­
tain, France, Italy, Norway and 
now Australia after only a few 
years of Labor governmen t.
However, a free enterprise 
party not prepared to stand and 
back up their nominations with 
solid debate and platforms now 
must be highly suspect for the 
future.
The electorate would do well 
to give all MLAs and aspiring 
MLAs the roughest ride in 
history for .such arrogance and
seeming indiffernece to our near 
critical situation in B.C. and by 
voting for the free enterprisers 
who will debate and listen and 





We were very pleased with the 
writeup in the Sidney Review. It 
was very accurate and I am sure 




Slaughter or honorable defeat ?
VICTORIA — Long after 
this election is over, political 
pundits will ask what happen­
ed to the NDP.
Her Majesty’s Loyal Op­
position had three and a half 
years to prepare for ihi.s 
.showdown, and when it finally 
came, they got lost on the way 
to the O.K. Corral.
When .smiling Bill Vantler 
Zalm strutted his charming 
stuff with both guns blazing, 
Bob Skelly broke his hand.s 
trying to clear leather.
Enough mctaphor.s. Tlic 
fact is that the NDP could not 
possibly have run a worse 
campaign, They all but con­
ceded the election to the 
Socreds the day Vander /.aim 
called it.
Some of the blame must un­
doubtedly go to Skelly. It took 
him the better part of three 
wcek.s to get his campaign into 
high gear, not good enough 
when you only have 29 days to 
convince voter.s that you're 
lc,Hding a winning team.
No matter how confident 
and convincing Skdly nitty 
have been during the latter 
part of the campaign • tjttd lie 
itns been convincing— Vander 
Zalm is too frtr nitead of him.
I'he best the NDP can hope 
for now is to niinimi/e its 
.AinJ there, arc haiica 
tiomi that this is happening.
Vander /aim's refusal to 
debate is,sues has beerr backfir­
ing. Uh smile has been less 
convincing the,sc past few 
days. Persistent questions why




Ive doe.sn't wtnn to face 
in a public debate have left 
soin e V (11 e r s w o n tl e r i n g 
whether there's any siibstitnce 
behind tive premier’s engaging
Another Ititc development 
that may help the NDP was 
the premier's ill-advised 
reirJnrks about IWA boss .lack 
M n n ro , 1' rom p t»;tl by
reporters to comment on the 
bitter forest indiistry dispute 
and the donation to the IWA 
strike fiiiul of $1 million by the 
Canadian Labor Congress, 
Vander Zalm srtid Mnnro 
might have becn"bonghl out 
by a million bucks."
It was the first time in the 
campaign tliat Vaiidei Zalm 
pin his font in his inotith, 
Mnnro was right when he said 
that amising a iratle union 
leader of being bought was in­
tolerable,
Munio's aimttiiiicemeni 
.that lit i,s .'lUiitg Viindci /.allu 
for that remark may cause 
some? union members who 
have been .saiipotting the 
Soeted.s U> ictonsidet llieit 
political allegiance.
The NDP may also acliieve
late gains from the general 
dislike many voters have for 
landslide victories,
Neither side can win live 
election with only the siipiiort 
from it.s csvii die-hard 
members. They need ilie small 
1. liberal vote wliich can go 
cither way in any election.
Until now, that vote has 
been heavily weighted in favor 
of the Socred campiiign. I'he 
prospect of seeing ilie opposi­
tion willed Out may sliifi some 
votes back to the NDIL
Notic of it will be enough ivi 
rc.siill in an NDP victory, hut 
it may at Ica.si produce some 
balance in the next legislature.
All of winch imisi be very 
disheartening to the NDP, 
When work began .six months 
ago on tite east wing of the 
IL'irllanient Unibllngs which 
will h on sc opposi t ion 
members' offices nfter the 
election, il seemed a gtvod 
jiussibtliiy ihai live 
would htive to move in.
Every poll taken at that time 
poinlal tn a govcimncnt 
defeat. Nuiiniig Hill Bcmic!i 
did improved his popuhnity. 
After being turfed out so
vinccrcmoniously in 1975, the 
NDP ceemed on the verge of 
forming the next government.
And then along came Bill 
Vander Zalm -with his fresli 
start, his friendly smile and 
soft voice, demolishing 
everything the NDP had work­
ed on for ycitrs.
True to his iiromisc, Vander 
Zalm ii!is at least been honest 
about his campitign style, Phis 
campaign, he .said repeatedly, 
was not about issues. It was 
about style, alvout leiidership.
He didn’t try to fiiul flimsy 
c.xcnses for iiot agreeing to a 
public debate with Skelly, lie 
could have said that his 
schedule doesn’t allow it, but 
he didn’t, lustetid. he said his 
campaign was working well, 
attd he htid no intentions of 
giving Skelly a platform.
He stuck to that e.xplanaiion 
throughout the campjiign, 
knowing it might create a 
hackliish. If noilting else, it's 
honest.
His advisors, however, 
should lamion hint that his 
catnpaign style will work a se­
cond lime otily if he delivers 
sub,stance after the election.
And to |olf the pufdi'c’e 
inemory vvlicn ilie next elec­
tion rolls arotmd, tt strong rt|)- 
position is jvbsohiiely csseniiitl. 
gjy giie.'.'. is iiiiti emiugh voicis 
will keep that in initid and turn 
what looked like tm NDP 
.slaughiei two weeks ago into 
an huinxabic defeat tlic ojv 
posiiion and the voters can live 
with.
Revamping our custody laws 
won't prevent child suicides
Editor:Rc: Vern Dillabaugh's Mi.s- 
sion.
Revamping child cus*ody 
laws will not prevent child 
suicides. In the case of a troubl­
ed family, if social workers 
ceased to intervene, would the 
instances of child nbu,sc and iti- 
famicide go up or would cliild 
suicides go down?
The point nillabangh misses 
is that protecting a child may 
mean removing it from tIte 
home. In 1984-1985 an average 
of 7.D calls per month was 
received through the Vancotiver 
Helpline regarding abused or 
neglected children, Al.so, a 
startling 29 per cent of cliild 
homicides arc perpetuated by 
the child’s parent or siep- 
parem.
The ministry of human 
resources has many clifferem 
programs available to the fami­
ly. One, the Immily and 
Children’s Srvice, has been 
developed to ensitre the safeiv 
and well-being of children. 
Theywork towards rc-uiiiling a 
Ironbled family tuid presetving 
the famly unit, liitlier the cliild' 
or the parent, may recruit iheii 
help,,
TTic article tiocs iiot say why 
Dillahaugit lost the right to see 
his Ilirce children. Perhaps he 
needs to blame someone for the 
guilt and ingiletiuacy he feds, 
lie is ati angry man hm I believe 
his proliletn is wiilt liimsdf. .and 




Not in real world
Editor:
Your editorial (Oct HI) dealt 
with the .sponsorship of all can­
didate dcbaic.s attd Indifcafcd 
you are tiol living in the teal 
•world. Yon ‘-fet to 51 'w fiici i.i 
Club and (he Gretiter Victoria 
teachers as "siaimch self in- 
terest groups vociferous in iheit 
disdain (or the present govern 
mem," You than de.scrihe the 
chamber of commerce a.s “fair 
and nnbia.scd" sponsors!
What a fiimasyl T he cTiumlier 
is the (arge.sf and rnost powerful 
political lobby group in the 
cminiiy "vocifcions in ihdr dis
dnin" for any goveuiment tha 
i.-* nut fat light-wing with 
rpemliersliip tlnit tends like 
witos who of the Socreil.s, Con 
servaiives iuul Libcntls, Air 
guc:.,s wilt,, .va.'i dccicd a:, .liici 
ILC. president In 1986? Thai' 
right, none other than Bi 
Vjinder Zttlin (he lesigned whe 
dccicil ptemiei ),
T here’s no reason wliy any ti 
these groups should urn spouHo 
rncdtngs bm let's not ki 
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Fun taken out of bank lineups
HUGH’S VIEWS'
HUGH NASH
Banks have taken all the fun out of lining up.
Remember the old days when the only exciting thing about 
going to a bank was participating in the lineup contest? Each 
teller would have a string of customers in front of him or her 
and the job was to guess which string would shorten first.
A quick but careful scrutiny would pick out the obvious 
pitfalls in each line: the man from the store hefting a bag jam­
med with the weekend’s take; the stern-faced matron just 
waiting for her chance to pick a fight with the teller over a real 
or imagined account error; a confused soul fumbling with 
dozens of little bits of paper; a mother and her four-year-old 
about to open an account in the child’s name.
You’d pick the line with the fewest number of potential line 
doggers and inch (this was before metric) your way along 
keeping one eye on the guy in the brown suit in the line to 
your left and the other on the blonde in the short skirt to our 
right.
Each of you had six people between you and your goal. 
Whomever got there first was the winner. Line switching was 
common as we skipped back and forth in vain attempts to get 
into the fastest line with the fewest customers.
Trying to outguess your fellow bankees took the un­
mitigated boredom out of being there and put some com­
petitive spark into owning a bank account.
Now what have we got?
In the interest of lineup fairness, dispirited people slip into 
one long queue like sheep waiting to be sheared with nothing 
to do except shuffle, shuffle, shuffle and it’s dull, dull, dull.
Oh, you might get a chance to peek at the amount of a 
fellow shuffler’s transaction as the line snakes back and 
forth. Or you could count the number of people both taller
and shorter than you, divide one number by the other, and if 
the result is .618 or $.618 you’d have a perfect lineup as defin­
ed by Leonardo Fibonacci da Pisa, a 13th century mathemati­
cian.
Other pastimes include: grumbling about the myopic 
manager who refuses to open additional wickets and ease his 
customers’ tensions; reading a Russian novel; oogling a 
member of the opposite sex to maybe start a romance. But 
that’s about all.
I think it’s time banks and their customers got together and 
breathed some life back into their lineups.
Bank managers could hand out horns and hats to create a 
party atmosphere. The person who toots the loudest could 
win a prize — money.
They could encourage lineup friendships by introducing 
each customer to the ones both fore and aft. “I’d like you to 
meet Mr. Brown one of our biggest customers. He lost a lot 
on gold.’’ Or: “Mrs. Smith this is Mrs. Jones whose husband 
left her with a big bundle, and I mean big.’’
Banks could also hand out free coffee and donuts, provide 
recreational reading material, and give prizes to the most 
outlandishly dressed customer or the one who travelled the 
furthest just to line up.
Musically inclined depositors could bring their cymbals, 
tambourines and violins and hold impromptu concerts, or 
just practice. No ghetto blasters, please.
Greeting others with a hearty: “leave a little in there for 
me, heh;’’ or “shouldn’t you be at work now?’’ or “isn’t that 
the same dress you wore to the last lineup?’’ or “last time I 
saw you in a lineup was down at the police station;’’ should 
inject some conversation into a silent line.
It may be necessary to organize a letter writing campaign or 
a petition to get things moving but more extreme measures 
such as fasting or lying down in front of a teller until the 
police drag you away would not be in keeping with the overall 
upbeat feeling we’re trying to inject here.
If all else fails, we can always go shopping. At least super­
markets haven’t sunk to the single line, humdrurn, holding- 
tank system of lining up. There the ancient art of competitive 
line hopping is alive and well.
Maybe supermarkets should get into banking. They’d get 
my business.
Sad state of affairs
Editor:
One would have thought that 
two definite refusals from the 
provincial government to allow 
construction of water towers in 
John Dean Park would have 
sent the Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission back to the 
drawing board to examine the 
excellent alternatives available 
to them outside the park. But 
this has not been the case.
Rumours abound that John 
Dean Park is going to be 
transferred to the Capital 
Regional District. Could it be 
that, flying in the face of public 
opposition, the water commis­
sion is promoting just such a 
situation which would enable 
them to build their “much need­
ed ’ ’ tower in the park?
Should this occur, John 
Dean’s beautiful parkland and 
his wish to have it preserved as a
No thanks
Editor:
I’d like to thank the pcnson 
who left the black mother cat 
and her four kittens at the side 
of the road on Glamorgan near 
the stables last week. How very 
kind of you to leave them so 
near a busy trucking road where 
they could be hit so ea.sily. How 
kind of you to leave a little 
brown two-bowl dish for them 
to httve their last supper,How 
much kinder it wnidd have been 
of you to have had the mother 
spayed before she’d become 
pregnant,
You c.'in rest assured that 
they’ve found their happy hun­




place of quiet and tranquility 
will certainly be subverted and 
butchered up with roads and 
pipelines, under the excuse “the 
people need it’’.
George Westwood, the man 
mostly responsible for all this 
unhappiness, has been unable to 
take “no” for an answer. For 
some reason, Westwood and 
some commission members will 
attempt to move heaven and 
earth to get their pet project
started, even at the expense of 
depriving future generations of 
an urgently needed beauty spot. 
Few cities in this world have 
such beautiful water tower sites 
available to them as the alter­
nate sites selected by the com­
mission’s engineers outside 
John Dean Park. But, they are 
not good enough for 
Westwood.
It is a sad state of affairs 
when two provincial ministers, 
Hugh Curtis and Jack Kempf, 
who strongly support John 
Dean Park and have worked 
hard to keep the w'ater tower, 
roads and pipelines out, could
be circumvented by removal of 
this park from the provincial 
parks system. Obviou,sly, this 
park is in dire need of the type 
of protection afforded by the 
Parks Act and therefore wc 
would hope that this transfer of 
authority would not be signed 
by the lieutenant governor.
Perhaps then the water com­
mission will get on with their 
duty of providing water ser­
vices.
Edo Nyland, Chairman, 
“Friends of John Dean Park
Sidney
TAKE A STAND. 
ARGUE A POINT. 
GIVE A BOUQUET. 
TELL EVERYONE.
Write a letter to 
the editor of 
the Review
This ia your opportunity to sound on 
ths news of the dsy. Letters to the 
ErStor Is your community forum to 
hand out praise or address controver- 
slsl subisets facing our comnurtity, 
state or natkm. If you have something 
to esy to rs^dsnts, just write a letter to 
theRevtaw
If It's of general Interest, not fibelous, 
repetltous and rwt cammercial or psr- 
aonai in nature, we wIR publish your 
bher on U»a C^sinion Page. Be sure to 
your name and give us your phO!>8 
number arxf address tor verification 
purposes. Write your letters in 200 
wordsorlass.






teamed up with labor
PEHIMSUIA LtrE
J LJIjJ_lLJiJlJLiJlJL
“OH, you'vG nolicod! . . .Wo won U at tho Siiuiniohton 
Fair, . .Inii w® cnnM bring oursidvoa to VOU-KNOW*
_________________________
By Tony Carlson
King Canute lives, in spirit at 
least.
, The venerable monarch, who 
occupied the thrones of 
England, Denmark and Norway 
950 years ago, gave new mean­
ing to the word intransigence.
In fact, he may even have in­
vented it when he sat himself 
down on a beach one day and, 
in a test of his royal will, 
ordered the tides to stop. 
Canute, who’s nickname was 
The Great, did not give up, so 
the legend goes, until he was 
thoroughly moist. Score yet 
another one for Mother Nature.
But today, the great one’s 
philosophical heirs are finding 
their voices in the debate on 
freer trade with the United 
States,
At the head of the parade are 
Canadian labor leaders. Donn­
ing their blinkers and wrapping 
themselves in the maple leaf, 
they’ve been dealing in fear to 
try to stem a tide of progress 
(hat won’t be stopped.
Few take seriously the eom- 
mciiis by the Canadian J..abor 
Congress head Shirley Carr that 
(he Ll.S. vvnnt.s free trade with 
Canada so it can realize its 
longstanding ambition to gain 
control of the Northwest 
Passage,
But many people take to 
heart the horror stories of jobs 
sacrificed to the power of the 
economic giant to the south, not 
to mention the loss of our 
cultural identity.
Let’s leave aside for the time 
being the fact that all this fuss 
about our cultural .sovereigmy is 
an tn.sull to those of tisc who arc 
confident in oni sense of our 
“Canadianism" and in our 
ability to maintain it.
Let's a!:',o ncknoss'lcdgc that
there will, in a freer trade agree­
ment, be adjustments in the 
labor market. Many jobs will 
disappear, and that’s why freer 
trade advocates like the Cana­
dian Federation of Independent 
Business are pressuring for 
traditional arrangements to aid 
the most vulnerable sectors.
But many jobs will be 
created, as businesses adapt to 
the new situation by seeking 
every opportunity to find a 
niche in the huge American 
market.
Just as important, a freer 
trade agreement will, if properly 
drawn up, provide solutions to 
the very problems that our labor 
leaders arc now complaining 
about. Thus the bitterness caus­
ed by the shakes and shingles af­
fair, or the softwood lumber 
Issue, would be simply a bad 
memory if the proper rules arc 
agreed to by both countries.
If that happens, bu.siness 
would have greater certainty in 
its attempt.s to crack the U.S. 
market and certainty is one 
thing both management and 
labor can use to their benefit.
More important in the long 
run, though, is the fact that by 
turning their backs on freer 
trade, labor leaders arc rcjccling 
the future.
If Canadian firms cannot 
compete with the U..S., how will 
they ever prepare themselves to 
face the challenge from the new 
economic giants emerging 
overseas.
Thus labor's intransigence 
puts MS nil at ri,sk of being blind- 
.sided by the un.sfoppnblc force 
of an international economy 
which is being trarv.'»formcd 
largely on (he strength of the 
microchip,
And unlike Canute, we won’t 
be able to walk away with only 
w.:t underwear to worry -about.
I ■ Letleirs; TO editor'^ \
■ ' welcomed" by Review |
INDUSTRIES
THE CEDAR SPECIALISTS
FOR ALL YOUR CEDAR REQUIREMENTS
•.Siding •Decking •Dimensional Lumber
•Fencing "Shakes "Interior Cedar
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE
652-4474

















THE BRENTWOOD WOOL SHOP

















20%'0 OFF flowers & foliage
Sale ends Nov. 1st
SALES • PARTS • REPAIRS
•1980 Eleciroiux with Powerhead 
•Hoover Uprights from ®69°”
•Filter Queen with Powerhead
•ALL VACUUMS RECONDITIONED & GUARANTEED'
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE TO MOST MAKES 
INC: ELECTROLUX, COMPACT, FILTER QUEEN, 
HOOVER, KENMORE, EUREKA, MANY MORE
BURNSIDE VACUUM
0101-2527 Beacon Ave. Ph. 656-3351 ^
DRYWAYTM r’.upi i I'iMf.ictii'n'.('li'.uiiiu: ,
J'vIvVBHICAlU:''’ I.TIl
SERVING YOU SINCE 1973 
• Upholstery expertly cleaned
.. . We Gel Your Carpets 
Deep-Down Clean 






RESIDENTIAL • BOATS • R.V, 'S • CARS • (XJMMERCIAt
MlllilBMWainillllMlWII^^
ADAMS ELECTRONICS
. ^ TV — VCR — STEREO service;
. 7„ W3-9B43 2nilSl,T/" .
■ " ■ Sidney-' ■
>•'S56*435t' '
Mon ■■ Fh 9:00 ^6'00' Sat Jy'30 -1:00'
SBmCB TO ALL MAKES
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Trinity church plans Xmas bazaar
Five men of Holy Trinity 
church’s congregation have 
been carving and drying flowers 
all summer as their contribution 
for the new Christmas- by-the- 
sea bazaar.
The bazaar was organized in 
an effort to raise money for 






According to Sparke, the 
woodcrafts were the result of a 
“bunch of us men working up 
things in the backyard.’’
Among the pieces, dolls’ cots, 




A Combination Storm Door 
Tempered Safety Glass 
Vertical Sliding Vent







Sparke also helped dry 
flowers for arranging.
One of the most interesting 
genres is something called paper 
tolle. The artist, George Pullin, 
applies layer upon layer of the 
same picture to produce a three- 
dimensional art piece.
One of the best — a 
Dickensian-like scene — is up 
for raffle.
The church’s women
members have not been idle 
either, making Christmas 
decorations, babies clothes, 
knitted and sewen items, baked 
goods and jars of jams, jellies 
fruits and pickles for the sale.
Forty to 50 members took 
part in creating saleable mer­
chandise, Sparke .said, 
goog The bazaar will be held 
at the hall behind Holy Trinity 
church, Oct. 25 from 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m.















WHILE STOCKS LAST 




QUADRA AND TILUCUM 
UON..SAT. U.M.-19R.M. SUN. S-7 
SAANICKTOR
SUN. g-7 SAT. & MON. *-7, TVES.^^RI. M 
SiDNEV: MON., TUES., WED., SAT. M 
THURS., FflI. M, SUN. 8-7
OAKCREST #1 - 3475 QUADRA ST.; OAKCREST #2 - 3400 TiLLICUM; OAKGREST #3 - 9819 5th ST. SIDNEY; OAKCREST #4 - 7816 E. SAANICH RD.













































COOKED MEATS. . . 99^
ASSORTED SAUSAGE OQ










PORK LEG ftQQ CUTLET 2®®






•FRESH FROIV! OUR DELI*






WITH GROCERY PURCHASE OF $50 OR OVER 
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
KELLOGG
















































QUAKER PET FOOD SALE
VER REG. or VEG.
DOG FOOD
LARGE 23 02 
PUSS & BOOTS DRY
........WM
SPECiALMENU
MEAT or SEAFOOD     4 kg Ong w



































































CHICKEN, TUriKEV. BEEP ..... 8 or. R ■
BAKERY DEPARTMENT











DOING HIS PART FOR THE SALE, Dick Sparke puts 
the finishing touches on the birdhouse for sale at Holy 
Trinity’s church bazaar.
















A referendum seeking public 
support for the Memorial Park 
Society to acquire 41 acres of 
land near Parkland School will 
likely be held the first week in 
Decemeber.
Society president Gerry Ed­
wards said the ministry of 
lands, parks and housing will 
recommend to Cabinet that the 












Full rosiringing cnpabilHIes 
A nccesaorlos.
“After nine centuries of 
•Struggle, that’s good news,’’
Two Qr««i l.oMilons;
9610 - 7lli 91,. Martninr Mull, SIdrioy 
:B5».14?2'.. ' "
0|>og Fiiicfiiyi lo 9 |>.m. Opon Sirnduy 11-4 
, 70M74B Sholbourno, VIclofI* 771-3341 
Opmi WiMl, fhiiriii, A FrI. 'Ml9 pm
Edwards said.
The provincial decision is 
contingent on majority public 
support from a referendum, he 
added.
The Saanich School District 
and rnunicipalily of North 
Saanich earlier agreed in princi­
ple lo rclincjui.sh their claims on 
the property,
“E'irst vve have lo stickhandlc 
through the provincial election 
and (he upcoming municipal 
election," Edwtirds said. 
“We’re looking at a public in­
formation nuxiing the week of 
Nov. I7 vvitli a rcrcrendum on 
Ilie issue po.s.sibly Dec. 4.
Tiic so(, ic!y lejecnwl ha'. iiig a 
refcTendinn in conjunclion wiih 
the municipal eicciions .as 
Sidney has no sliiie niniiiiig this 
year, he stiid.
“We’d like to have one poll­
ing sialion for all vili^ens," lu* 
added, “to sn.'p any conlu- 
sion.,’’
1'. d w a r ti s s a i d s oc i c i y 
members are '’mt'ie (haii pleas- 
ed", with the ministiy’s iJcci- 
sion. ■■Hut it's not ir.ci tci. 
Mowever, in a methotlical way, 






Shelly would like to wolconto 
hor former & new cllonis to the 
CutHng Bench.
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p#rm .. . .$73 CBlIopliimp
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*P©t®riflol harm* 
if snails eaten
New drop boxes 
improve service
Want to submit a sports 
or club report, a letter to 
the editor or a classified ad 
but don’t want to drive to 
Sidney?
Brentwood and Central 
Saanich residents now have 
three handy locations to 
drop off information or ads 
— right in their 
neighborhood.
The Review' has installed 
white locked bo.xes at Butler 
Bros on Keating Crossroad, 
at Oakcrest Food Store on 
East Saanich Road and at 
Brentwood Pharmacy on 
West Saanich Road.
Letters, opinion articles, 
sports scores, club reports
and news tips should be 
double-spaced, typed or 
neatly printed with a con­
tact name and phone 
number.
Have unwanted articles 
for sale? Just fill out the 
classified order form 
located in the Review, at­
tach $2 and drop it off at a 
convenient box.
The new boxes also pro­
vide an easy way lo 
subscribe to your communi­
ty new'spaper. Attach a che­
que to the subscription 
form found in this week’s 
Review and place in the 
drop-off box.
The boxes will be emptied 
every Friday at noon.
REPORT
A proliferation of snails 
found in more than 20 Penin­
sula gardens have been positive­
ly identified as escargot.
That’s bad news for 
Agriculture Canada officials, 
but may open the doors to an 
entrepreneur who can find a 
market at local restaurants.
Samples sent to Ottawa reveal 
the local pests are European 
brown garden snails, an edible 
member of the slug family. 
Agriculture Canada spokesman 
Gordon Pow'ell confirmed last 
week.
“We’re still looking for in­
formation on how w'idely 
they’re spread,’’ he said, “but it 
doesn’t look as if we are able lo 
do any eradication program at 
this point.’’
As a garden pest, Powell ex­
plained, the snails feed on a 
variety of foliage and fungus. 
“They can do a lot of damage 
lo plants.’’
His department will be spot- 
checking local nurseries to en­
sure the pest does not con­
taminate local stock. “We’ll be 
encouraging operators to come 
up with a viable treatment pro­
gram.”
Home gardeners can battle 
the snails with proper use of 
slug bait. Two ingredients, 
metaldehyde and mersurol are 
effective pesticides, he noted.
While cultivating these edi’ole 
snails is illegal, Powell is con­
cerned people will collect and 
sell them to Victoria-area 
restaurants.
“Our understanding is that 
they are edible. But escargot 
(normally) sold for human con­
sumption are fed known food in 
a controlled environment.”
Commercially raised snails, 
he said, “are monitored to clean 
out pesticides and heavy metals 
picked up in the wild.”
European brown garden 
snails found in local gardens 
can come in contact v«lh 
numerous pesticides. “I certain­
ly wouldn’t recommend picking 
them up and eating them,” 
Powell stre.ssed.
However, Carl Ottoman, 
spokesman for the federal food 
and drug department’s health 
protection branch, said he is not 
too concerned, if an escargot 
market opens up.
The snails are very small and 
only a few are eaten at one time, 
he said.
If a major problem arises, 
health inspectors will in­
vestigate, Ottoman said. “But 
there’s really nothing stopping 
someone from selling the snails 
to a restaurant.”
The Capital Regional 
District’s public health depart­
ment oversees health regula­
tions in restaurants, Ottoman 
said, but does not inspect the 
food.
“Restaurant owners are 
usually very careful who they 
buy from,” the FDA official 
said. “Like collecting and sell­
ing mushrooms, people would 
not do it if they don’t know 
what they’re doing.”
However, Ottoman added, 
“the potential for harm is there. 
We don’t know how loaded 
they are with contaminants.
“So, unless you know what 
you’re putting in your mouth, 
don’t do it.”
GOODWILL BLJRN
Why would someone burn 
down a goodwill box in Central 
Saanich?
An arsonist with Scrooge-like 
tendencies?
Deputy fire chief .Art Curry 
said the box on Verdier contain­
ing donations for the needy was 
completely destroyed.
The fire, which occurred last 
Thursday night, was “probably 
started by someone throwing a 
match in,” said Cm ry.
HIGHWAY CAR FIRE
A local woman had just turn­
ed onto the Pat Bay Highway 
from McFavish Road when her 
car refused to move last Sunday 
tificrnoon.
When she returned with a 
inechanie fi om neat hs Gni ion's 
Garage, she found her car on 
fire.
Nortlt Saanich Idie Chief 
retryTowle said the fire was 
contaitted in the baiicry aiea 
hut the cause isn’t known.
DRV CONDl'l IONS
Towle is still fitistraied bv the
number of small grass fires.
“It’s still really dry out there 







“GenornI mootirtg” for inferostod 
poronts wishing to have baseball, 
ages 13-15 yrs. old, in Sidney.
7:30 p.rn. • Oct. S'tth 
Sanscha Hall (old Library)







VIMY by Pierre Berton ■ his 
liiiGSlbook...........«2VI.95
THE UNDERGROUND EM­
PIRE - whore crime nnd 
govornmoiils embrace, by 
James Mills .„....»32.95
Slephen King’s IT - his new 
lorilfylng novel . . .«27.05
HIS WAV - Ihe unauthorizod 








Bloc k Bros. Realty 
lid. is proud lo 
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WEEK 
-7 PM
















Condiments...........   ®9.95
Thursday: Pie Night ®5.50 
Friday: Steak, charbroiled 
with bfandied
mushrooms ......®11.95
Saturday: Baked Ham with 
scalloped potatoes .^9.95 
Sunday: Traditional Roast 
Beef ...................... S-10.25
All Specials Include Sslad & 
Dessert
OPEN SUNDAY 
2215 Canoe Cove Rd. 
656-3498
OURS DON’T — WE BAKE THEM 
§1 FRESH DAILY










ON CIRCLE & 
OVAL FRAMES
SALE ENDS NOV. 1/86
290 new circle & oval frames have arrived and we 
have no more space to store them. We have plain 
and fancy, gold, walnut & coloured frames to sell 
for this rare pre-Christmas opportunity.
SmilllCH MB THE ISUMDS
NEEDS A STRONG, POSITIVE TEAM IN THE 
VANDER ZALM GOVERNMENT
ELECT MEL COUVELIER and TERRY HUBERTS ... A STRONG TEAM WITH 
ENTHUSIASM AND NEW IDEAS FOR SAANICH AND THE ISLANDS
‘’Premier Bill Vander Zairn will bring a fresh new approach to 
Government in Victoria. A Gewernment that encourages co-op­
eration, conciliation and a place for new ideas and local input. 
Saanich and The Islands faces many challenges and oppor­
tunities. We believe, sincerolv, that our riding needs a strong 
clear voice to ensure we can speak effectively on our 
Important local issues. A Social Cr(3clit Government led by Bill 
Vander Zalm is best suited to fostering an atmosphere that will 
■'create' jobs',.
Give us your full support so we can make it happen.'>
.. / /
TERRY HUBERTS MEL COUVELIER
Saanich and The Islands now has 2 momboi s 
and in Saanich and Tlia Islands you now hav® 
two votes. The consfilijOncy needs « Strong 
voice In Oovdrriment. On Wednosday, Octo­
ber 22, give Bill Vander Zalm the team he 
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Jon Watts
DENTAL MECHANIC
is pleased to announce the opening 
of his new office at 




and proud of it!! 




MLS & NRS listing services 
656-5584




Shop now while 
selection is at it’s best
Take advantage of our 
layaway plan for Christmas
__ cecoR mx
'vZC^2497 Beacon Ave. 656-2412
nrrmmy rr,
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS
AND McLEOD, YOUNG, WEIR
(Sidney Branch)
Open Wednesday afternoon 1 - 4 at 
the Emerald Isle iVfotel
Hassle free Bond purchase
Avoid the lineups by purchasing your 1986 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS At 
RflcLEOD, YOUNG, WEIRS, SIDNEY BRANCH. 
Calf us anytime at 384-9321 and arrange your 
1986 Canada Savings Bond purchase.
. Ask for Betty Keen.
For the latest
in Fall Fashidh
Now at the Blue & Pink Kitten 
Nails by Jackie 
qualified nail technician 
English & French Acrylics & Tips 
Free manicure with sculptured 
nail demonstration.
Offer Good until Oct. 31
BLME. cSc 
FINK KITJ'LN656-2233




are located in most 
Sidney stores;
How was our 
service today?
We’d like to know.
SIDNEY ASSOCIATION OF MERCHANTS
From yoiur negiaflvtB
; 'Price
25 cards witli envelopes . . $9.98 
50 cards ivlUi envelopes . $1,8,98 
100 cnrd« with envelopes. $34.98 
If you prehtr to have your pottrnltu 
profeiulonally itilien JiiNt phono (Jiv 
Soolcr studio ncai«!i»r you today. 
Camera («« $10,00 • 10 different |>06c« 
to choose from. Prlcea an above.
Well-kept secret is out
Peninsulites ploy polo
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
The secret is out. For the last 
20 years, a small group of men 
and women have been quietly 
meeting in a field off Island 
View Road, and play­
ing . . . polo.
That’s right. Polo. With 
ponies galloping at 30 miles an 
hour, they take turns trying to 
ride each other off, in the quest 
to whack a small white ball bet­
ween the goal posts with 50-inch 
mallets.
Polo. Here on the Peninsula. 
No Prince Charles. No silver- 
spoon-fed aristocrats.
Just men like John Smith, 
who works at Windsor Plywood 
in Central Saanich, a former ap­
prentice jockey who finds a 
special thrill in polo unmatched 
in any other sport.
“It’s pretty easy to get out 
there and gallop a horse around 
a track,” said Smith. But, for 
him, polo is the true equestrian 
challenge. “Polo is the epitome 
of horse and man.”
Smith has had a unique life, 
partly because of polo. Serving 
with the British army in 
Cypress, he first encountered 
the game. The British governor 
of the island staged polo mat­
ches with the soldiers to amuse 
himself.
Smith married an Argentine 
woman, and for six years in 
Argentina operated a training 
establishment for race horses 
and polo ponies.
Argentina, a huge plains land 
full of horsemen, is polo coun­
try, said Smith. Up to 30,000 
people will cheer on the four- 
man teams in the national final.
So, for Argentina, Smith was 
in just the right business. A 
good polo pony will fetch 
.S 15,000 to $20,000. And not on­
ly that, but top teams can use up 
to six ponies a player, utilizing a 
fully rested animal for each of 
the six periods or “chukkas” in 
a polo match.
This six-year interlude in 
Smith’s life ended when he was 
forced to flee the country due to 
the volatile political situation 
there. ■ ■■,
But coming to the Victoria 
area. Smith soon tracked down 
the dozen or so enthusiasts that 
make up the Vancouver Island 
Polo Club.
Now you have to understand 
the logistics of getting together 
a polo match are just a little 
more complicated than say, ar­
ranging a checkers showdown.
To start with you need the 
world’s largest open playing
THUNDERING HOOVES race for the goal posts.
INTRICATE KNOTS keep 
wind-ups.'^^:
the horses’ tails out of mallet’s way during windmill
y\CRYUC}\|AILS
FOR BEAUTIFUL HANDSL
fot apociiil ocaashons or ovory 
(lay oloonneo. try acrylic nails 
or, OKlarKi Iho lonolh wlin 
lipa, isftd gals nnd notice 
ina riltlnrnnco 
tasy to apply, long ii)si- 
Ing roquldng only periodic 
mil. Done by n trained 
prolemlonal. You 'rwM 
love me look I




field, 300 by 160 yards. Then 
you’ve got to assemble the 
horses — some ride them in, 
some bring them in by trailer.
And you need an umpire on 
horseback of course, someone 
who’s willing to gallop up and 
down the field to make the calls, 
but not partake in the joy of 
competition.
Where do you gel these polo 
umpires from? When was the 
last time you heard a six-year- 
old saying “When I grow up I 
want to be a polo umpire.”
“It isn’t a very nice job,” 
said Smith, adding “There are 
people that do il as a profes­
sion.”
And you need the mallets, 
from Gray’s in New York, 
which cost about $130 U.S. 
each.
And thc.se arc not just any 
horses that you need cither. 
Polo ponies arc trained to 
follow the ball. A good one 
“moves to your every direc­
tion.” says Smith.
And a bad one? “You’re 
galloping down the field at 30 
miles and hour trying to hit a lit­
tle while ball anti, ail of a sud­
den, your pony ducks Dill.”
One can imagine that one ex­
perience with a bad polo pony is 
probably enough.
Is polo dangerous? Smith has 
only seen four falls in three 
years with the Vancouver Island 
club. He says he has never had a
.serious fall.
On the other hand getting hit 
with the white plastic ball is no 
picnic on the beach. Some peo­
ple galloping at full speed can 







6739 W. Saanich Rond
cP"'; SALE':.:
24F, 24, 74 seiues aATTEny 
40 Monlh Warrnnty ... „... ®49®® 
SO Month Warranty ...,...
60 Month Warrnnty **69®®
INSTALLATiON EXTRA 
EXPIRES; NOV. 30/1986
Bronlwood Bay P.O. Box UiB
I MMNit OMiw mm mmm mm mmm mmm imimt tmm mm mmm mm mm v
THIS MARE’S first polo game Sunday was a huflo suc- 
C08S thanks lo firm training from rider John Smith.
FITNESS 
CLMB
•FEATURE OF THE MONTH—i
Call us at
d
w i«iw*ww»r<iN>Mi'wewf taw ^
WMFN YOU SIGN'UP FOR ,A
Vearlymeivibershif
VALUE
OPEN ? DAYS A WEEK 10 AM 10 PM 
2317 Bieacort Avo. (Boacori PIms) 682-7131
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
^ ^bW&ld Isk)
Ii2-23WBBAWNAVB„ SIDNEY, B.C. VBL 1X2 
Ik Customor Parking at noaiT \
^ IP
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Tsowoyf gyos cooflsccited
FIRE CHIEFS FOR THE DAY. From left, Jennifer Kluge, Jeremy Barker and Robert 
Isles.
Despite his lawyer’s pleas that 
he needed the gun to hunt for 
food, a Tsawout band member 
forfeited his .22 rifle after being 
stopped by marine RCMP while 
hunting from a motor boat in 
Saanichton Bay.
Rico Underwood was also 
fined $200 after pleading guilty 
to carrying a loaded weapon in 
a motor vessel in Sidney Provin­
cial Court Oct. 9.
Tsaw'out hunting and fishing 
rights in the bay guaranteed in 
the 1852 Douglas Treaty have 
been the subject of controversy, 
most recently in the band’s 
court battle against a proposed 
marina in the bay.
“(Rico) Underwood felt he 
was entitled under his treaty 
rights to hunt in the bay for 
food purposes,’’ said defense 
counsel Bruce Buckley.
Crown coun.sel Derek Lister 
said Underwood was trying to 
shoot ducks iu the bay wlien he 
was approached by a marine 
RCMP patrol. He said that 
when a constable approtiched 
the boat, Underwood swore at 
him.
Chief for a day
Peninsula fire departments 
have three new chiefs.
The hats didn’t quite fit and 
the fire truck was a bit too 
high for them, but the three 
chiefs were pleased with their 
new job for the day.
Jeremy Barker, 8, who at­
tends Saanichton School, 
Robert Isles, 9, from Sansbury 
Elementary and Jennifer 
Kluge, 3, of Greenglade 
School were each chosen to be 
fire chief of their municipality 
for one day.
McDonald’s sponsored the 
contest as part of “Get out 
alive” week, focusing on fire 
safety in the schools.
After a tour of Central 
Saanich Fire Department, 
deputy chief Art Curry took 
the three young chiefs to the 
department of defence in Vic­
toria for a tour of the fire 
boat, used for dock and vessel 
■fires.
From the fire boat. Barker, 
Isles and Kluge were taken to 
McDonald’s for lunch and
then back to school to recount 






An opportunity to have a FREE 
Night to bring the family and 
have hot chocolate and fresh 
donuts, as well as see a famous 
Vidio Movie “The Cross and 
The Switch Blade”. A real life 
issue in the drug crazed age, 
with a real life answer for 
families who live in fear of this 
evil in our land. This movie will 
talk to your children and help 
you to protect them with the 
truth. This family night is made 
possible by the J.C. Donut 
House and J.D.T. Natural 




OUR NEW WINTER HOURS ARE:
Fri. 6:30a.m.-11 p.m. Sat. & Sun. 7 a.m.-11 p.m.
IN
SIDMEV
Our New Chef's Specials for this week are:
LINGUINI with Clam Sauce Tender linguini noodles topped 
with a delicious Clam Sauce served with tasty garlic toast
®6-25
SEAFOOD CREPES VICTORIA Two light crepes stuffed with 
an assortment of seafood baked beneath a real hollandaise sauce. 
Served with a green salad, dinner roll and butter
^7.50
SIRLOIN STEAK New York Cut An 8 oz. cut of tender 
Alberta grain fed Beef Steak smothered with mushrooms, served 
with your choice of potato, fresh vegetable, 
dinner roll and butter
Book Your Christmas Parties Now!
2302 Beacon Ave. 656-2423
Asked to surrender the rifle, 
he swung it around to hand it to 
the constable barrel-first, 
holding it by the stock, said 
Lister. He held it this way for 
some time while talking to the 
constable, added the pro­
secutor.
The defense counsel asked
that the accused not be ordered 
to forfeit his gun. “Mr. Under­
wood needs the .22 to hunt for 
his food.”
But Judge Robert Metzger 
ordered he forfeit the weapon, 
saying “1 must take into ac­
count during the confrontation 




MADE IN OUR DARKROOM ON PREMISES
9810-7th St.
Mariner Village Mi
Reg. Store Hours: ece




Come to Hallmark — your Halloween store 
treats the kids will love!
Halloween beanies are 
the safe, easy way to 
top off a costume! Three 
clever designs, only 
$4.50 each.
for fun
Stickers are a 
great alternative to 
candy for Halloween 
visitors! $1.50 to $2.45 
per package.
\U|i/
We’d like to congratulate our draw winners: $50 Gift Cer­
tificate, Makato Kotimoru; Theatre Tickets, N. Kennaird.
2457 Beacon Ave. 656-43161
!■■•■■:■''■■/" Located between,-'"' -"''
Village Gallery Lunn’s Pastries Dell & Coffee Shop




It feels SO good to be important to someone special
Taking care Of those in our community . . , 
helping children to grow and play and learn, 
helping the elderly to live In comfort and dignity, 
helping families and Individuals with special needs 
: . . you are so important to those who need your 
"care;in''Order to"thrive;';
The apeclftl coupon Includod boro makos II fiasy for you lo givo to olhora. This 
year, Ihoro la no United Way mass mailino, No door-to-door campaign. This year, 
when noeda are grealor than over, iho United Way has allocated thoco dollars for 
direct (ltd, Your moiiuy works Ivjrdor than over . . , with Vifi ol every dollar 
donated going diroctly to rherribor agoncles. The needy . . , handicapped . „ , 
yourifl .., old ., . they've never ndoded us moro than they msed us today.
Coiirloiy Tannars Book* A Qlfltt, Sidney
I iMM m am lati mn nm m I I MM IM* I I IHM I I nm Htu iim DM MM I
I PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHEQUE PAYABLE TO ‘UNITED
■ MAIL TOl UNITED WAY 
M ST. ANN'S ACADEMY
5 1B1 Floor-8iJ& Humboldt SI., Victoria, B.C. VflV 4W8
I ChBfUpibItt n«nls»rfllk>it No. UOr-Hno«.M ?n. (COinlrllMillobB nrrHB* 
g Hticolptii will ho miUlecI, IfocolptB lor donsllon* los« lh«n «() oiollod oo lociuosr.)
I PLEASE MAKE OUT RECEIPT rO;
j NAME ... ..
I ADDRESS.... '..'..I,..,,,'..................... ........... .... '...1:........................................1.,....... ........ ............ .....
WAY’
s CITY POSTAL CODE .....
:: (BucInoGEs)'*j TELEPHONE,(Homo),/.....
Ii^ ^ 11^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
.. ,S|















FRYERS Tray Packed 
................ 2.9? kg lb.
FRESH FRYING
.................... ...3.72 kg
CANADA GR: “A” BONELESS BEEF
169
FRESH FRYING
. . . . .3.28 kg

















MONTEREY Random Cut 3 Flavours........
OFF 
REG i
MILE’S Meet JOHN 
Just one 
of our many 
smiling 
faces at our 
FAIRFIELD 
Store
■ 5*1’ "5 :::■ ’'5 ''5I r 5 s 15: h 1155 i 5;1:11154 3 y-1; if1 e .1 k ;l4f'*S.
....f •■)*. ■■■*1 ^ .r*'; r .. ....... .r t- u tn /v . -i ' ■ j - ^ . '5 C * *.-"1 «■ ^ .6 i - -j' ■
IFRESH OR PREV. FROZEN





































TOMATOES ",J4' TOMATO PASTE
HUNT’S HUNT’S ITALIAN00' TOMATO SAUCE,, ..98'
20*"'
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OR HAIR SPRAY.......... .300mi.
TAMPAX2^® TAMPONS Rep., Super, Super plui 
W eirtnftwr , im'fl ’
FRESH LOCALLY GROWN CHICORY 
SATSUMA MANDARIN ORANGES 1 
LOCAL SHALLOTS FRESH FIJl GINGER S
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By GEOFF ARMSTRONG 
Special to The Review
was iiitercslcd could iry out.”
Wyatt Orr secs liinisdt as just 
ati average teenager, but, if 
Oisney Product ions lias 
anything to say .tliout it, the 16- 
year-old Piukland student 
might find himself in a special 
category.
Wyatt, who has lived all his 
life in Sidney, has been selected 
by Disney Studios for a lead 
role in their upcoming, teen 
soap opera ”15”.
The show, slated to appear on 
television early next year, is 
aimed directly at the huge 
teenage audience in Canada and 
the U.S., and is similar to a 
highly successful British pro­
duction which relies heavily on 
the creative talents of the per­
formers to improvise all the 
dialogue.
Orr learned about the audi­
tions on the news. “They said a 
teen soap opera was being made 
out here and that anybody who
Auditions were held at the 
BCrV studios in Burnaby, and 
on tlie strength of the brief news 
item, Orr took the four-hour 
ferry and bus trip to what he 
terms the “Cattle Call”.
“By the sounds of things they 
were only expecting about 5(X) 
people but more than 3,(XH} 
showed up. They had another 
3,000 who auditioned in the 
States. Out of this they selected 
19 to play leads.”
The cast ranges from 14 to 19 
years of age. Four of the main 
characters are played by 
Americans and 15 are Cana­
dians.
Thirteen half-hour episodes 
were filmed in September which 
meant that Orr, in Grade 11 at 
Parkland, missed about three 
weeks of school. But he doesn’t 
feel that school will suffer too 
much. “I had a tutor and 1 
managed to get most of rny
HAMMING IT UP, Wyatt Orr sues inoro acting jobs in 
hlfi future.
work caught up. But tins is what 
1 want to do when 1 get out of 
school so you just have to take 
the chance with it ;is far as 
.school goes. I’m just going to 
have to work harder.”
’I'he young actor doesn’t seem 
too concerned about liard w'ork. 
“The cast had to be on the set at 
5 in the morning and shoot ip;: 
usually went on until 6:30 at 
night. Then I’d go home and do 
school work because I couldn’t 
do it all on the set.”
Although this is Orr’s first 
professional role, he has been in 
several local stage productions 
including the Peninsula Players’ 
You’re A Good Man Charlies 
Brown; I’he King And I for the 
Victoria Operatic Society; and 
two of Parkland Senior Secon­
dary School’s Grassroots 
Theatre Company shows, David 
and Lisa and the very popular 
musical Annie.
He credits his experience with 
the Grassroots group and 
teacher./dircctnr Doug Bam- 
brough at ParkiaiK .vith giving 
him a real interest to work on 
acting. “He’s always there to 
help you as much as he can. 
There are lots of people at our 
school who have talent and 
(Doug) Bambrough and (Gini) 
Foley (dance teacher) help them 
to push and keep going.”
Orr also spoke briefly about 
the character he plays in “15” 
which he describes as a “fun” 
role to play.
“Pm getting paid as a lead 
but the character doesn’t really 
get established as a lead until 
later. My name in the show is 
‘Jason’. He’s a sensitive caring 
individual who people feel they 
can trust. People feel they can 
come and talk to him. They 
don’t feel threatened by him or 
that they have to put up a front. 
He gives them the support they 
need.”
The 16-year-old doesn’t talk 
about how he managed to get 
chosen out of several thousand 
competitors. He claims, in­
stead, to be “lucky.”
His biggest worry, he says, is 
that .some people might “think 
down” on him about the shovv. 
“But my friends are really great 
about it. They want things to go 
well for me and the show.”
As far as bis long-range plans 
are concerned, Orr is determin­
ed to continue, “I’d like to go 
to university and take acting 
and 1 w'ant to take something 
else to fall back on. 1 think it 
would be horrible not to have 
anything else. Look at all the 
people who arc into acting and 
nothing ever comes of it but ac­
ting i.s my main goal.
“‘15’ is a really neat show 
and I think the world of it,” On 
said, “I hope it’s going to go 
well hill even if if bombs lofallv 
I'm going to keep trying and 
trying tinlil I make it.”
For the immediate future, he 
hope.s to be chosen for it role in 
the next Grassroots 'riieaire 
production I'he Boyfrieiul flue 
lo go on stage in F'ebruary.
STUDYING A SCRIPT for Parkland’s upcoming play, teacher Doug Bambrouqh en­
courages the budding actor.
IT’S THE GREAT CAN CASTLE. Ptarkland students are giving up their favorite can 
of soup or tin of beans for the upcoming week to support World Food Day. Jack 






In the opening league games, 
minus their coach. University 
Sport Peninsula Midget Rep 
players fought to lose and draw 
two games on the weekend.
Coach Mike Mowatt was 
suspended for an undetermined 
number of games when he 
released the Peninsula bench to 
protest biased refereeing during 
an exhibition game at Parksville 
Oct. n.
After five minutes of fighting 
and 15 minutes of deliberation, 
the referee cancelled the re­
mainder of the game.
Tension was evident in the 
opening league game in
Parksville Oct. 18 as Peiiinsirla 
held onto a 1-0 lead at the end 
of the first half. The goal was 
scored by Paul German with the 
assist by John Hermsen.
In the second third, 
Parksville came back strongly 
and evened the score.
The third period saw even 
play again between the two sides 
with Peninsula firing more 
shots on goal. .After the away 
team took the lead, Parksville at 
1:19, responded to tic the game 
at its final score of 2-2.
In play on Sunday against 
Comox, the top team of the 
league. Peninsula lost 6-2,
Mowatt said penalties and a 
lack of players contributed to 
the loss. “Comox scored five 
power play goals on their way to 
the 6-2 will.”
Goalie Mike Johnston played 
well but was “overwhelmed” by 
the power plays, Mowatt added.
Peninsula scorers were Verne 
Burden from Paul German and 
John Hermsen unassisted.
Burden now leads the scoring 
with six goals in the season and 
was named player of the week.
Peninsula are third in the 
standings behind Powell River 
and lop team Comox.
RSyiEUJ
Every Tuesday night we keep drawing
entries till we get one with all the 
correct answers, if it’s your’s, your 









OCT. 30 Hartford Toronto
OCT. 30 Quebec Philadelphia
OCT.31 Edmonlon Vancouver
NOV. 1 Pittsburg .St, Louis
NOV. 1 ChlCrigo Minnesola
NOV, 2 Buffalo Boston
NOV. 2 Montreal Vancouver
NOV. 3 Los TVriQOles Calgary
________ (Ih.cflso Of a llo, counl m a win)........ .
AREYd'UA G 'VCQ'i.. ' ' MA
REVIEWSUBSCHIBtR I tO L i IMU Li
ENTRIES MUsST BE RECEIVED 
BY ANY OP THE PARTICIPATING 
MERCHANTS OR THE REVIEW 
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GOOD FOR ONE ADMISSION 
WEDNESDAYS —8 PM 
NORTH SAANICH HIGH SCHOOL
§mmmi
FOOD STORES 
CATCH OUR NEW IMAGE 
FOR BETTER THAN EVER 
• Service • Selection 
• Prices • Quality
SAANICHTON
VICTORIA AIRPORT ^ "fffAVE/oaoff
^Golden Bear 
Sports Stop




1st & Bevan Sidney
Complete Automotive 
& Electric Repairs











Opon IFrS. 'ti! 9i
DAMWOODS /JFX
AUTOMOTIVE






















FOR ALL YOUR 
TRACTOR SERVICE 
AND PARTS
J. GRIEVE MOTORS 
652-55*81
79119 K; Rrtunloh fid. .'iRnnlohlon
MERCHANT OF THE WEEK
BEAT THE.WINTER GLARE ISI;}
COUPON SPECIAL ^
•NEW SELECTION OF AVIATION SUNGLASSES 
•NEW SERENGETI DRIVER & SKI SUNGLASSES
OFF COUPON NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHEH COUPON. EXPIRES NOV. ID
•FAJH'HON EYEWEAR* 
7103 W. SAANICH RD.
652*'6222 ' advice*
TRAEALGAR,SQUARE CRCNTWOOD BAY
PENINSULA EAGLES play a tough match against 
Parksville, resulting in suspension of the local coach 
for a number of games.
Parkland's rugby 
still unbeatable
With its resounding 44-0 win 
against Steily’s Oct. 16, 
Parkland’s junior rugby team 
remain undefeated in the lower 
Island high school league.
“The last time 1 had a team 
looking as good as this, they 
went on five years later to win 
the seniors’ cup — but I’m cer­
tainly not predicting,” said 
coach Don Burge.ss.
The young team gets better 
every game, according to the 
coach. “The backs are passing 
the ball quite well.”
In scrums, the Parkland team 
drove hard every time against 
Steliy’s somewhat disorganized 
team.
Both teams were lacking ac­
curate kicking, whether free 
kicks or coversions.
Terry James scored four tries 
and four converts; Rodney 
Nunn, three tries, Herb Roberts 
and Brian Burnside each scored 
a try.
Parkland next plays another 
strong team. Oak Bay, for the 
first time. Burgess isn’t predic­
ting the outcome as he hasn’t 
seen Oak Bay play this season.
But he is confident the team 
will do well because “we seem 
to be improving every game and 
if we continue to show progress. 
I’ll be quite pleased with the ef­
fort.”













2. Wheel alignmon! and spoke ten­
sion checked and repaired it minor.
3. Adjust and align doraillours.
4. Wheel cones adjusted.
5. Bottom bracket adjusted.
6. Headset adjusted.
7. Cronkarms and pedals lightened.
8. Chalnrlng bolts tightened.
9. Check and straighten crankarms. 
10. Tires chocked and Inlloted lo pro­
per proasure.
Cables chockod and replaced if 
necessary.








Chock brake shoos at\d adjust ot 
ropilaco if necoaHory 




More llijn (our million «lult tjo-idinm enn't 
rr,id well rnnu(th In (III nut 4 |ol> application 
or iindentanrl lire direrlinnt no 4 medicine 
bnllle. You c.in help. Give money, volunteer 
with 4 literacy nroop, write lo your MP, and 
read lo your children.
:.'i
For more Inlormallon, crmlact: 
Can.idi,in Give Ihe Gift 
of lilerary FoumLilion 
.t4Rovv SI., SuileaiO, 
fnronln, Onl. MSI l/'l 
MlMS'is.nnr.r
I hr ( 4>t4ifijn {;»vi' ilu* Crili o| t itcrji y f 
4 proii'H 1)1 (hf IhkA 4n<| iutiikJicjI tixlusiry n( 
< 4(i4<f.i. 10 p.irlm'rhMi|» with M'(i'|ihon<' I'litiH'i'th 
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GWG Rentals register win
After a slow start G.W.G. 
Rentals hit the win column in a 
big way registering back to back 
victories on the weekend.
On Saturday against Gordon 
Head it was a back and forth 
defensive struggle decided by a 
penalty shot at the 37 minute 
mark of the first half. The 
penalty was converted by full 
back Wesley Nclsn who played 
a major role in turning back the 
Gordon Head attack.
Also putting in strong per­
formances for the Renter’s were 
Peter Dolezal, Rob Henley, 
CAmeron Schultz and Kevin 
Law. Mike Soolochoff and
Chris Martin combined in goal 
to register the shut-out.
Sunday’s game was complete­
ly different as both teams 
played wide open with many 
scoring chances at both ends. 
Again Mike Soolocloff was a 
standout in goal making several 
key saves while his own for­
wards had no trouble mounting 
an attack and scoring four 
goals.
The .scorers were Wesley 
Nelson, jason Whyte and D’Ar- 
cy Burke. Graeme Stacey also 
made himself known by setting 
two of the goals as the Renter’s 
put on a good display of passing
and teamwork.
The game was marred as 
several Oak Bay players were 
sent off the field for unsport- 
smanship behaviour and after 
the Oak Bay players continued 
to persist the match was aban­
doned .seven minutes from full 
time.
DEADLOCKED in field hockey showdown are Sidney Hotel Hobbits and Sanderl- 
ing.
Old ioyys burn yp Ice In
close-motched gomes
Sidney Old Buoys may be 
older than their competition but 
team members are playing 
close, exciting exhibition games 
this season.
Team spokesman Elburn Ot- 
tewell said most opponents 
average 35 years whereas the 
Old Buoys are veritable anti­
ques at 40.
In play against Royal Oak 
Breakers at Memorial Arena 
Oct. 12, Old Buoys lost margin- 
ly 5-4.
Ottewell called it the “Royal 
Oak Revenge” because the 
previous encounter resulted in a
6-2 win for Sidney.
But in the last game against 
Royal Oak, Sidney left it until 
the third period to start scoring 
after the other team had racked 
up five goals.
Sidney pulled out all the slops 
to score four goals while 
preventing Royal Oak from fin­
ding the net. However, final 
score rested at 5-4.
In last Wednesday’s game 
against Christie-Phoenix In­
surance, the Old Buoys lost 5-3.
“It was a very fast game with 
Christie-Phoenix pressing hard 
in the first period, but outstan-
Clarage frustrated
ding play by Sidney goalie Bob 
Lougheed held the score to a 1 - i 
tie,” said Ottewell.
The Old Buoys took the lead 
briefly in the second period 
while opponents temporarily 
lost momentum.
In the third period, the Vic­
toria team rebounded to make 
the score 4-3 and sustained 
pressure by Sidney failed to 
result in a goal.
Christie-Phoenix clinched the 
game with a goal in the closing 
30 seconds to win 5-3.
For Sidney, Ottewell scored 
two goals and Dale Sjerven, 
one.
Old Buoys play at home every 
Tuesday night at 8:40 p.m.
with win-loss record
Clarage Motors is having a 
frustrating season, placing in 
the bottom four but playing top 
calibre soccer.
Clarage Motors next plays 
Lakehil! Oct. 25 at 2:15 p.m. al 
Iroquios Park.
:,In their big match against, 
tolp-rated Chez Pierre the local 
te&rn battled to a 2-1 loss after 
forfeiting the lead in the first 
half. The single goal Was scored 
by Don Wallace.
“We were all over them in the 
first half,” said spokesman 
Steve Clifford. “In the first 
half, they were not playing as 
well as they could and in the se­
cond half, they came out 
stronger.”
“We played three-quarters of 
the game well but if you let 
down your guard at all, they’ 
get you.”
Clifftnd said despite their 
four-game losing streak, the 
team i.s improving each game.
“After (he game, Chez Pierre 
said wc were the best competi­





Owner Wilf Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northtaw'n Terrace, Sidney. B.C. 







{‘rooms over 200 sq. ft. 
considered 2 rooms)
Why do it yourself? Let the Steamatic professionals do it 
— for only $19.95 per area.* (minimum 3 areas)
•Patented steam •All furniture moved
for you
cleaning system 
•No shampoos or 
harsh chemicals 
•No shrinking or 
fading





•We do not 







FOR FREE IN-HOME FURNITURE, CARPET 
and DRAPERY CLEANING ESTIMATES
CALL
652-3470
1972 DATSUN 1200 Automatic, 2 door 
Fastback. Only 66,000 original miles.
............................... $1695
1974 TOYOTA COROLLA Automatic 
Station Wagon. Only 66,000 original
miles..........................$1495
1977 HONDA CIVIC Automatic Hat­
chback. Only 45,000 miles. Nice clean
condition.............. $2995
1958 CLASSIC FORD SHORTBOX 
1/2 Ton Pick-Up. 6 cyl., 3 speed.
Good work truck............... $795
1976 DODGE ASPEN S.E. 4 door, 6 
cyl. automatic. One owner. Nice clean
condition.....................$2495
1974 DODGE B100 1/2 Ton Delivery 
van. 6 cyl. automatic. Only 51,000 
miles..............  ........$1695
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES.
• TRADES WELCOME • BANK FINAWG 




Rates from *6”* A Day 
6S9-6353
. 2360 Beacon Ave. Dealer 7614
WE ARE!






Bluo, Yellow Sizes 8-16
WOMEN’S JACKET With Drawstring 
Hood, Patch Pockets and Adjustable 
Cuffs. Powder Blue or 
Kelly Green. Si!’QOS
SM. MED. LQE S 0
MEN’S PVC-RAYON JACKET 
Llglilweight Coat of PVC Larninaled lo 




40" Length, Full Front Zipper 
with Storm Flap, Large Patch Pockets. 
Yollow-Groen. $“| Q96
SM. MED. LGE.
DECK PAWS YACHTING BOOTS 
Yellow Bool, Blue Trim High Cut with 
Non Slip Solos ^29^^
Assorted Sizes
Blue with White Trlrvi 
Low Cut
M
Outfitting Boaters and Workers Since 1877
YACHTING JACKET ML222 
Microweld Seams for Water Tightness, Full 
Length Zipper with Velcro 
Storm Flap. Drawcord 
Hood Attached
YACHTING BIB PANTSy(L439
Complete with Adjustable Suspenders and 
Velcro closing at Ankle.
SizolB. SM, MED, LGE.
XLQE-Yellow 
COMMERCIAL JACKETS//P300 
PVC Coated Cotton. Generous Cut for 
Freedom of Movement. Microweld Seams. 
Green or Yellow. SK'*S 95
SM. MED. LQE. XLGE. iJ I
COMMERCIAL BIB PANTS f/P4oo 
Double Bib Pants can bo Reversed for 
1 Longer Wear. Complete with Adjustable
§4895Suspenders. Same Colours 
and Sizes as Jacket
NELLY HANSEN YACHTING BOOTS 
Yellow with Bluo Trim, Nylon Lined — 
Pure Rubber. Removeablo Inner Sole with 
Arch Support 
Sizes 5.12
656-1126 BEACON AND FIFTH






invites the following to join the successful merchants at this 
prime location on Beacon Ave.
Books & Magazines 
Better Fashions 
' Men’s Clothing 
• Family Shoe Store 
' Speciality Shops 
of all kinds 
■Shoe Repair
-Tanning Studio
- TV & Video Sales
& Repair



























MONDAYS, TUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS
-ONLY-^
;




5 0!t. SIRLOIN STEAK 
CHOICE OF POTATO 
GARLIC TOAST
TEA, COFFEE OR SOFT DRINK 
CHOICE OF DESSERT
warn A lEAL!
COME AND ENJOY MR. MIKE'S TODAY.
"GUARANTEED GOOD!"
"Enjoy. And romeinbor, ovorythinq obonf your rnonl










British Columbia has more than its share of owls, the so- 
called nocturnal birds of prey. So-called, since the group in­
cludes several members which are diurnal, carrying on hun­
ting and other activities during the daylight hours rather than 
at night. The province boasts at least a dozen different species 
of owls, most of which have been recorded at one time or 
another on the Island. Several are known to breed here. Our 
owls vary in size from the tiny pygmy, about the size of a 
sparrow, to the great horned, snowy, great grey and barred 
owls which are larger than the common red-tailed hawk.
But whatever the owl, it may be recognized as a member of 
the group by the head which appears large and round for the 
size of the bird and by the fact that the eyes are placed in the 
front of the head, rather than at the sides as in our hawks. 
Not so noticeable is the fringe along the margin of the flight 
feathers which enables these hunters to fly silently when pur­
suing their prey. All have extremely well developed senses of 
hearing and sight.
While owls nest in a great variety of places, nest-building is 
virtually non-existent in the family. Barn owls nest in old 
buildings; horned and long-cared owls in old hawk or magpie 
nests; saw-whets, boreals and pygmies in vacated woodpecker 
cavities. Hawk owls often nest in the hollowed out depression 
on the top of a large snag, while burrowing owls take over the 
den of a ground hog or badger, line it with a bit of dry horse 
or cow manure and deposit their eggs well below ground. The 
long-legged little burrowing owls often share their quarters 
with rattlesnakes! Short-eared owls merely select a slight 
natural depression in the gorund as do their larger cousins, 
the snowy owls, on the Arctic tundra.
Most of our owls are inveterate mousers, valuable 
assistants in controlling the populations of harmful rodents. 
However, some of the more powerful species will take pocket 
gophers, hares, rabbits and upland game birds. I once found 
a very emaciated great horned owl, unable to fly. On examin­
ing it, I found a number of porcupine quills imbedded in the 
thighs and head. It died the following day and disection 
disclosed that its crop was riddled with the same spears; the 
owl had apparently attempted to dine upon a hapless porky.
The chicks of owls are delightful studies in soft down. 
Strange as it may seem, they tend to be graduated in size as in
large human families. This is because while the eggs may have 
been laid a couple of days apart, incubation may begin with 
the laying of the first egg.
The eggs then hatch in succession and during the high pro­
duction year in short-eared owls, it is not uncommon to find a 
nest in which the eldest of the offspring is nearly three weeks 
older than the youngest. They leave the nest one after another 
but the adults continue to seek them out and feed them. 
Reproduction in owls is very closely associated with food sup­
ply. In good years when there is an abundance of prey 
animals available, owls have large families but in those years 
when prey is hard to come by broods tend to be cither very 
few in number or the adults may fail to breed at all.
The owl in our photo today is a boreal or Richardson’s owl 
at its nesting cavity in an old balsam poplar. She raised five 
handsome chocolate-brown chicks that year, feeding them 
mostly upon red-backed voles and deermice.
And what’s the funniest thing I’ve seen in owls? A liny 
pygmy owl, weighing a few ounces, taking on a 20-ponnd 
turkey gobbler on our farm!
The owl dived again and again; the gobbler, supremely in­
different, continued courting his hens. “Are the rnosciuitocs 
really coming a bit larger this year?’’
A
BOREAL OWL at nesting site Cy Hampson photo
STELLY’S SPORTS
In girl’s field hockey play 
Oct. 16, Steily’s defeated St. 
Michael’s 4-1 assuring 
themselves of a place in the 
Island finals.
Junior boys’ volleyball tied 
with Oak Bay and lost a close 
game to Golquitz.
Senior girls’ volleyball finish­
ed their season with three wins 
and four losses. Team members 
are hoping to make the playoffs 
to the Island finals.
raise
PARADISE GRILL TOPS 
Paradise Grill volleyball team 
topped the district league with
its games played Oct. 15.
The team defeated the War­
riors 15-1, 15-11 and Silver 
Threats 15-0, 15-7.
The top three positions are 
close with Paradise Grill 8-7-1, 
Far West A 8-6-2, and Far West 
B 8-5-3.
Games are played at Royal 
Roads, every VVednesday at
8;40p.m.
The project was to 
money for their next rowing 
season which begins in 
February.
According to coach Gordon 
Redlin, the teams did really well 
last year and hope to make the 
B.C. championships this year.





Steliy’s and Parkland soccer 
teams are fighting an uphill bat­
tle to catch up to the strong Oak 
Bay and Spectrum teams who 
are tied for the lead.
In play Oct. 16, Oak Bay 
defeated Steliy’s 6-1 while 
Reynolds scored a 5-1 against 
Parkland with Jason Bonneau, 
the sole scorer for the team.
. . . Buy early while the 
selection Is best.
WOMEN’S RINGETTE
The women’s Island Ringette 
Association has been formed 
officially with league games to 
start within the next two mon­
ths.
The association has four 
teams and is hoping to attract 
more than the 50 who have 
already joined.
Anyone from age five up can 
play, says vice-president Debra 
Caselev. Fees for the vear arc 
S50.
HOBBITS DRAW
Sidney Hotel Hobbits are, 
having a great season as' theys 
drew 1-1 against the top team inf 
the league, Sanderling in their 
game played at Parkland Oct. 
18.
Junior player Pamela Ens 
scored the sole Sidney goal in 
the second half to tie the game. 
The first half saw Sanderling 
ahead by 1-0.
This puts the Hobbits second 
in the league.





Twenty Parkland rowers 
devoted their Friday afternoon 
last week to cleaning up the 
north end of Pai Bay Highway 
in conjunclion with Mighwavs.
MEN’S FIELD HOCKEY
The Brentwood Inn 
Brigadiers beat Oak Bay 4-2 in 
play at Beacon Hill park, Oct, 
19.
Croafs were scored by Jim 
Saridwith, who netted two, 
Brian Coley and Geoff Mor­
rison.
I’etim spokesman 'Icrry 
Green said the team is having a 
great season and are presently 











DARWIN TOPSIZE 23/- 
Red, Yellow and Mora
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Hey Kids! Make Some Money!
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SIZE 111
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ORDERS BY PHONE:
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A sign at Gurton’s garage on MacTavish Road, says it all: 
“Remember Nov. 3, 1985? It snowed! Get your anti-freeze 
now!” Time to do some serious thinking about getting those 
fuchsias, begonias, gladioia conns, and dahlia tubers moved 
back inside for the winter. Also lime to plant your winter rye 
seed, for a glorious ‘‘green manure” crop ne.xt spring.
Let’s talk for a bit about storing these various tilings, star­
ting with the fuchsias. 1 know it is hard to force yourself to 
cut them back when they are doing their best work of the 
year, but it’s getting around to ‘‘that” time. The usual 
method of storing fuchsias is to cut back long trailing stems to 
about six inches in length and then can tlie potted plants in­
side to the garage, the basement, or the greenhouse where 
they should be put down on a piece of newspaper to finish 
shedding their leaves. Each plant should be watered about 
once a month until February or March when new growth 
starts. If it gets very cold it is wise to throw a blanket of some 
sort over the plants if they are wintering in the garage, or an 
outdoor shed.
Himself’s cousin who lives in a ground-floor apartment in 
Victoria has a different method of storing her plants. She 
simply digs a sizeable hole in a flower bed and buries the 
fuchsias, pot and all, then hills earth up over them until the 
crown of each plant is about four inches under the ground. 
Tree fuchsias could be buried in the same fashion if you lay 
them on their sides, but I would mulch thc.se at least six inches 
deep, just in case we have a real deep freeze this winter. The 
‘‘planting” site should be well drained.
Begonias are a somewhat different story, since they are 90 
per cent water they really must be stored where no frost can 
touch them. Take these up trying not to break off the top 
growth and lay them once again oti newspapers to dry off. 
When the foliage has withered, separate the tubers from the 
tops and put them in a bag of bulb dust or sulphur powder, 
and give the bag a good shake, then place each tuber upside 
down on a bed of peatmoss in a box of some sort, making 
sure that the bulbs don’t touch one another.
Cover this layer of bulbs with a generous three-inch layer of 
peat before adding more tubers, making sure each one has 
three inches of peat between it and the outside of the box. 
These then should be quite safe on a shelf in the garage until 
time to start them growing again in Feburary.
Gladioia should have shrivelled top growth removed close 
to the bulb with scissors, then they too should be either- 
shaken in a bag containing bulb dust or sulphur pow'der, or 
soaked for three hours in a solution of 7 litres of water with 2 
tablespoons of bleach added. If you use the latter method, 
dry the bulbs later in a warm place until you can remove the 
small hard scab on the bottom, then store in the leg(s) of a 
pair of panty hose in a cool place where they won’t freeze. 
Treat other tender bulbs such as acidanthera as you would 
glads.
Dahlias and canna lilies should both be lifted when we have 
had our first hard frost, by this 1 mean enough frost to 
damage the flowers and foliage. Cut the stems back to about 
five inches before atempting to dig these tubers, mostly so 
that you will be able to see what you are doing, and do dig 
about a foot out from the main stalk .so that you won’t 
damage their rather wide-spread root system. Wash off the 
earth with the hose and then dry them for a week or so before 
placing them upside down on a deep bed of peat. Lay another 
deep layer over top and store in the garage, shed or basement. 
You might check these tubers sometime in January, and if 




With B.C. ferry vehicle traf­
fic jumping 40 per cent from 
this time last year, Sidney 
RCMP Staff Sgl. John Pen/ 
had nothing hut praise for the 
way the Swartz Bay ferry ter­
minal managed excess traffic.
“Ihcy’ve done a great job 
controlling the traffic,’’.said 
Penz. “We had aniicipatcd 
some difficulties, but they never 
developed.”
The Inst mimitc rush to .sec 
Ilxpo sent itassenger traffic 
rates in September to 70 iter 
cent highei than the September, 
1985 rate.
sstos*
•A NATUn,AI, rOOD 8TOIU1. 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
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A power outage that sent 
North Saanich Middle School 
students home for the day Mon­
day was caused by a blown elec­
trical cable, a B.C. Hydro line 
supervisor said.
The blackout o c c u r e d 
sometime before 7 a.m. and 
kicked back down the line 
disrupting electrical service in 
other areas of the Peninsula, the 
.spokesman said.
Hydro crews worked all day 
Monday, and expected to 







Tho Sidney Bales rnanngnmont tnkofi. pride in con- 
pratiilatinp Ron Kuhnk for this sftlncj achlevcmct'ds in 
tho monlh of Soptember, The Gold Plaque Award was 
ostobllshod to rocognlzG supofior soles achlovernonts 
In a Hinnie monlh
Buying or Selling Call Ron 
at 656-5584
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.






; Mon*Sat B ain''!i:30 P'*' 
Friday 8 am-6 pm
Beacon Plazakt-* er 




Learn the secrets 
of success!
Plan to attend! 
Cal! now
!f you were away or just 
couldn’t come 
Then you missed out on the 
food and the fun 
Now we’ve got another date to
remember 
Mark it down — the 5th of
November
BEAUTY — QUALITY — VALUE Where else but,..
ISLAND FURMTURE MART/^^i
2513 Eeacon Avenuie, Sadsiey, 656-3724 MON.-SAT. S to 6 PRS
EEEAKTMROUGMI
Canada’s first AM station heard on FM too!
p I , I'' I) , ^ ' i i • ' I , . ' > ,' I
tfiHl
You can now hoar C-FAX AM Stereo on your Rofjers Cable FM receiver at 107,3. OFAX is proud to be tlie first station to bring our 
lisloners this lalGsl'advanconioiil in Cuiiaclian 
broadcasting ’̂
Now listen to C-FAX in stereo: ,
— on the now AM Stereo radios at 1070 




ko ihoso three stapii to Cable reception: 
Cair Rogers Cable (or an audio cable 
hook-up. 381-1161
Make the storoo FM connection and 
lui'iu lo 107,C>
Listtjn on stereo speakers or otereo 




























^CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
ivCHICKEN FRIED RICE 
;>SWEET&SOUR 





☆ CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
☆ DEEP FRIED PRAWNS
☆ CHICKEN FRIED RICE
☆ BEEF CHOP SUEY& 
☆SWEET & SOUR
BONELESS PORK







.812 Verdier Brentwood Bay
THE REVIEW 9781-2ndSt., Sidney B.C. Wednesday, October 22, 1986
Happy birthday, OAF I
CELEBRATING 28 YEARS of 
service to local seniors, 
BCOAPO Branch 25 
members sang, dance and 
reminisced East week at an 
anniversary party. Helping 
Lloyd Mills’ one-man band. 
Carmen Fish (left) played 
harmonica while branch 
president Ernie Edwards 
(right) scooped out ice 




North Saanich committee-of- 
the-whole gave preliminary site
qualified staff
* Top quality products
* Modern Equipment
Wheel Alignments — Brakes — Shock Absorbers








All Perms Include: Appointments
* Hair Cut & Procare Recommended







7159C W. SAANICH RD.
PIER ONE RESTAURANT
BmakfnsI Spoclnl
(J pancaRoa, 7 euga, 7 bacon ,. Only *2®®
Lunch Special-Try Our Now 
Mini PlMBfUloppInge),,..,,....... *3®®
Dinner • Senior Cltiionn 
SpeolnUCS & Ovar)
Salisbury Sleak.LNur 4 Onlorta
or Chicken Dinner....... ........Only *2®®
5 p.m. non




Homestyle Cooking * 
and Baking Liconsod
10% Soniors Discount





WEEKLY BREAKFAST SPECIALS 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS 




Closed Sun & Holidays 




THIS MONTHS SPECIAL 
COMBO FOB ONE 
Vr Chicken Chow Mein 
I'f Chicken Frifld Rico 
•h Sweet & Sour Boneless 
Poik and Prawns 
Tr ToBorCoftoo .....ONLY 
812 Vordlor Avs. Orentwood rtay 652-,1622
SMUGGLER’S 
COVE RESTAURANT
Also Full Cout'ifl Oinner 
.1 Luncheon Menu
ftHfethlan rfiFid r,,,
# COUrtBR ETHNIC 
UKRANIAN PINNCn $£195 
All. you CAN CAT









8lh ft Boncon Sldaoy............................... ................ *
approval to the 75-townhouse 
.cluster,; development by Eagle 
Ridge Holdings oh the"^ con- 
jtroversial George Aylard pro­
perty on Wain Road..
Galgary developer Ed Wenzel 
said he plans to build and sell 
the residences in clusters of 
three. The development may 
take up to five years to com­
plete, he added.
Linda Michaluk, chairman of 
North Saanich Porperty Owners
The Ocean,
Tho Marinas, 
The Gardens . . , 










?3;’n HAITBOUn ROAD, SIDNEY. fi C, 
l-OR fTEGEFVATIONG GSG rjK?3
Association, said she is concern­
ed about construction vehicles 
blocking the two-lane road; for 
that length of time. ‘ "
The development has been 
held up for five years, most 
recently because of sewering 
problems. Wenzel said 25 
separate sewer fields will be in­
stalled to accommodate each 
group of three homes.
' Cy Hampson, chairman of 
the disbanded Environment Ad­
visory Planning Commission, 
said the water table is very high 
in that area. Wenzel’s percola­
tion tests, conducted in the sum­
mer when the soil is dry, is not 
indicative of winter months 
when soil is saturated, Hamp- 
•sonsaid.
In a lengthy presentation, 
questioned e.xtensively by com­
mittee members, Wenzel said 
every heritage tree would be 
.saved and a buffer zone around 
the development would be in­
cluded,
“We are more concerned 
with saving one tree hecau.se it’s 
going to affect the .saleability,” 
he .stiid.
Work on the first cluster will 
begin immediately, Wenzel 
said. The lownhoiises arc c.x- 




If your Businnsn Phono Numbor is now or has boon rocontly chnng- 
od, ploflso call us nnd wo'll run It (roo of chargo for a period of Ihroo 
rnonihs. This soivleo llmllod lo Ihe Review's Trading nroa.
CoiUpnny Name
(f,;n Bolllna........ ...........................
(01 s Eye of Iho Neodio Fabrics. ........ ..
^(f.i) Olivor's Pot Supplies. .................
10)1 PonifisiilaGallery 
(HI) .'t’idnoy Dog Grooming .. 




















COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT








143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services 









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce
19 Help Wanted 
200 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Ho.mes
101 Motorcycles
63 Moving & Storage 
• 62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105* Reereation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service
126 Toys /
88 Tree Ser'/ices
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 T Watch Repairs 







Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-.1151.
THE TOAD SCHOOL - the ultimate in 
quality chilid care. Full or part time. 
Mon.-Fri,, 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. year 
round. Children, ages 32 mon. to 5 yr., 
modern spacious and fun. Fully licens­
ed. Professional educational pre­
school programs incl. For informaton 
phone Mrs. Gayle Geyssen, 656-9240.
_________ 39/44
RESPONSIBLE MOM willing to babysit. 
Any age in my home. Greenglade 
School area. Cali Heather. 656-5599.
40/44
QUALITY DAYCARE loving at­
mosphere. Nutritious lunches and 
snacks provided. Any age. 656-7378.
42/45
EXPERIENCED PRESCHCKJL TEACHER 
would like to provide quality daycare 
for your child, in my home. Opening 
Nov. 15. Crafts and games and a loving 
atmosphere provided. Openings now 
for four full-time children. Greenglade 
School orea. 655-1420. 43/44
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by island 
Publishers Ltd, is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright In 
that part and that part only of 
Jjriy such advertisoment con- 
.slsting of illustrations, 
bofdef,s, signatures or sinnlai 
components which is or are, 
supplied In finished lorrn to 
Island Putallshers Ltd, 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and in­
corporated In said advertise­
ment shall remain in and 
brjiong to the advertiser, 
VA'ARNING
No rnaierial covered under 
tho copyright outlined above 
may be used without the writ­






ClassKid Roto: 1st Insertion — 
15c a word, minimum charge , 
$2,00, 2nd and sutaseguont 
Insorllon — tOc a word per in- 
aorlion, mlnimurri charge 
$1,35 Charge orders by 
phono — nrjd $1,50 per nd. 
Box numbor -> $2,00 per nd
,fjAV(; TIM( AND , tniaiu'i oi youf
IH‘4diH)Hbv ywiif Sil^jAut r’CAHl'/ ,,
(SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 
Annual
>, In local atoo ,, ., ,..., $15
Canada,............... ,,,$25
Foroign ,. ,..,. ,.. ,. $40
Monthly
By carrier. $1,50





Junior receptionist/typist, Sidney 
area. Experience desirable but not 
essential. Temporary position but 
may develop info permanent depen­
ding on capability. Supply resume 




HAVE MOP WILL TRAVEL, clean, effi- 
cient housecleoning. 656-5924. 43/43
EXPERIENCED LADY to do housekeep- 
ing ond gardening. 656-1799. 43/44
HANDY-AAAN painting, woodwork in­
side or outside. Local resident. 652- 
9351, 43/48
ALL THE JOBS YOU HATE TO DO, we 
can do. Coll us with your needs and let 
us do the work. Wives Unlimited, the 
nome says it oil. 384-1774. 43/46
CARPENTER SEEKsloBS of any kmd
lorgeor small. Renovations, additions, 
sundecks, etc. Free estimates. 656- 
6487.____________________  43/46
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIAAMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Coll 656-5382 ofler 5 p.m. 33/tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? Fo7 
a quolity job coll Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. 33/tf
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688.__ 33/tf












9776 - 4th St., Sidney, B.C.
FABRICARE'
SIDNEY TO SOOKE SINCE 1973
Carpets beautifully cleaned (dry) 
Upholstery expertly cleaned
656-5943 « 380-8145 
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(SAANICH)
Applications are invited from suitably 
qualified ptersons for the temporary 
position of Pay Grade V (Secretary), in 
the School Board Office, Education 
Department, 4 hours per day, effective 
as soon as possible. This is a tem­
porary [Xjsitlon, terminating approx­
imately June 30,1987.
The qualifications for this position are 
typing 70 wpm, shorthand 80 wpm, 
previous secretarial and office ex- 
(serience. Experience on an AES word 
processor would be desirable.
The rate of pay for this position is 
$10.58 per hour.
Application forms are available from 
the School Board Office, 2125 Keating 
Cross Road, telephone 642-1151, 
Closing date for applications is Tues­
day, October 28, 1986 at 12 o'clock 
noon.
R.S. Ingram, Secretary-Tresurer 
.School district No. 63 (Saanich) 
P.O. Box 2000 
Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1 MO
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resisfent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 721-2888 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number.33/tf 
SIHERS nIeDEDI Your choice of hours.
References and experience required. 
Mary Poppins Child Caro Service Ltd.
384-8335._________________ 42/45
MATURE PERSONS “to assom'ble 
greeting cards. Former applicants 
please re-apply. Coll; Patti or Louise.
^6-0504. ______ ____
MUMriARN EXTRA
mornings with friendly housecloaning
teams. Coll Sherry at Dirtawoy, 652-
0644.
DAY NANNY rFqUI^^^^^^^ 
lo core for 6-month old starling 
January 1987. Reply to "Scott's Nanny" 
c/o General Delivery, Brentwood Bay, 
slating experience, loforoncos and 
salary expoclod.
PART ’ TiME'"cOMPAi 
hours. Sensible, well oducafod human 
being with a sense ol humour, a 
medical background, ovrn cor and ox- 
colloni roleronces. from tho Royal 
Trust etc. 590-2423, 43/45
PROFESSIONAL ARTWORK of reduced 
prices, logos, signs, layout, design, 
menus etc. Free guaranteed 
estimates. Call Peter Norman. 656- 
8132,42/45 
WRITER you name it, I'll write it — 
brochures, odvertising copy, letters, 
reports, resumes, essays, your life 
story! 656-6905. 43/43
FIRST TAKE VIDEO ^ODUCTIONS.
Video for all occasions. Transfers, 
duplications and editing. Don't let 
those precious home movies sit in the 
closet. Transfer your still photos, 
slides. 8 mm super 8 mm or 16 mm film 
to VHS or Beta Video tape. The perfect 
Xmas gift tor your children. 656-5038 
652-4089. . 43/44
TUTORING. All academic subjects and 
remedial areas. Certified teachers, 
652-0749. 36/tf
cabinet; MAKER Canadiana pine, 
Windsor chairs, ond other furniture 
styles. For more information, coll Dan 
Gentile 652-1758. 40/43
CABINETAAAKER — Canadiana pine, 
Windsor chairs, and other furniture 
stylos. For more information, coll Dan 
Gentile 652-1758,41/43
NOW AVAIL. AT DAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRE, 2491 Bevan, TV sales and ser- 
vice. Also microwaves. 656-8612. 33/tf 
HOUSE CLEANING, fast, “ITfkT^T
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 






HAULING, Junk removal, busumopls, 
otllcs, Gordon rofudo, olr, ondgordotv 
Ing, 6.52-.5020, 33/l(
contractors'..homoovworii'l...AvSd
tho high cost ol ro rooling. Call Dane 
ot 6S2;TO 33/(1
HOUSECLEANING, goltlng you down! 
Lot UD look oflor your Individual ntiodu. 
Call DIRTAWAY 65'2.0644. 35/53
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts,, aftIcB, 
yards, collings, walls, windows, In- 
doors/out, oovoslroughs, painting or 
any job you don't find ilmo fo do, 652- 
0722, Rcmsonablo ralos. 36/48
' HANDYMAN,... HOME.....SERVICE,' ■...In-
lorior/Extoflor ropolrs and 
mointonaneo. Pointing, ftiricing, 
oavoslrough clooning, yard cleaning 
and hauling otc. Seniors rates, 656- 
0045, 727-6153, 37/61
HOME REPAIRS • lorgo or smolL quality 
workmanship, best price around, lots 
of locol rofaroncos avoiloblo, 10 years 
ewporlenre 652 0509, 40 ■'53
HAULING, r.l«ein-u(is, Ireo sorvlco, odd 
jobs. Sidney. Rrontu/ood, Soanlehion. 
656.«'7.3t), 40/44
EAST EFriCIENT SINGLE MOTHER will 
do hoMsuvvork, windows, Chiislnmi 
cleonlng otr. 656.9462, 41/44
TREE FALLER, 10 yr experience, fully 
equipped will inkp any dioinsow 
wyik, 1,0 jub too biy Mi smell, 1 imU
esfimafot,, Mll<e 656-2I57, *^‘'**!
HOUSECLEANINO experlencivd, honoM 
end Inst. Ask nbnut off Ire nnd in- 
dusfrial. ftelerences. Phone 6551933 
Alhenrj, 41/43
RELIABLE YOUNG MAN"to do odrf jobs'" 
Access to equipment 65.5-1332 or 656- 
,, 3063risk lor_Roy, ^ 41/44
Westlake Repair
Service lo:
Moat mnkee miii|or nppllanco« 
& refrignralore
65M412 OVOS 652-2035
SUPERIOR REFRIGERATION repairs lo 
oil makes and models, serving Sidney 













• DUALITY MILLWOMK 
•COMMLnCIAL •gr.r.lDCHTIAl. 
•CUSTOM KITCHENS 
• CLOSET ORQAMIZErir. 
DSUW.Seeniichnd. 







ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING 
SERVICES available in Sidney area 
weekly or monthly, 10 years ox- 
perlence. 656-0482 after 6 p.m. 39/£6 
TYPINg7 FILING ANd” BOOKKEEPING 
for Independent trondosmen and smoll 
business, A/P, A/R, payroll, remit­
tances. Phono 652-9890 ask for Lyn.
____________ 41/44
BOOKKEEPINgIo trial balance,'payroll
A/P, A/R, organize your files, bank­
ing, pick up and delivery, 9 year Penin­
sula business. 656-6905 . 43/43
Christmas Parties, Birthdays,
Anniversaries, or just Special Occasions
PIER ONE 
RESTAURANT Has
facilities to make 
it a party to remember.
Fully Licenced.
Call Evelyn or Rene 
tor details.
References on Request 
2500 Beacon Ave.
656-1224
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES, tex­









9813 Third St., Sidney
CONTRACTORS
You need to have your oyvn tcxjls, a minimum investment, and the 
desire to succeed. As a member of the PRO NETWORK, you can 
feel the pride of ownership and the satisfaction that comes with 
the success of your business in the competitive construction in­
dustry. Leads and office services are supplied.
Find out today about the growing PRO NETWORK — a team of 
quality independent tradespeople.
Contact: Wm. G. (Bill) McKinnon
President/Board Chairman 











25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring. Electric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections
‘No Job Too Small” 
656-5304
EXCAVATING
Commercial« Industrial « Residential
GORD HARTMAN 
Excavating Ltd. 













Specializing in waterproofing 
basements & buildings 
SUNDECK COATINGS 
656-0242
SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Soanich area. Present market 
'Condition mokes this the = time to • 
market your timber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For Tree 
estimote phone 754-6606 (24 hrs.) 33/tf
GENERAL CARPENTRY all house 
repairs, alterations, light construction, 
pointing, 656-6905 . 43/43
RO-IN CONSTRUCTION new construc­
tion, renovations, repairs and addi­
tions. No job too small. Free 
estimates. 656-8911. 41/tf
BACKHOE 
Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains












The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)
—Consecutive Insertions $1.35 (20 words)
pope Any single item selling for $15. or less can be Dlaced 
“ Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for
A Do week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE
ORDERS.
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW978I-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
PiGasG run my ad for. . ...... weeks under the........ .......
Classification. I enclose ,.., 1..
Name................. .Address.................. Phone,.................
OR PHONE 656-1151 - ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC.
--------------- ------------------- -—-------- ----------::--------- :—------ ----------------------------------- ---------- ^
I! .
30 ' 3.00
?i ’' V ' V 7. IS n 3,30 73 , , J,4S 34 3.00
?5 '7 in to ■''''.,"'3,90 n .1,95' 3(1 '3.30
79 " ■ 3,38 30 31 , , "'■''3,95' '33"" 3.90
3a ' ....." ;i4 , 4,.'S Jii 4,4U
,17 ; ',4.88' 3« 4,70 .19 , 4,98 40 '■• sioo
41'" "s 18 . )■■■■ 'S,30 'Im"
',48'' ""..... S,7ii 4b' 5,'90 47 8,08 •u- ' ; 6‘.'4'0
8,38 SO '■■ v ■ v ^ 8.SO S1 8,911 ' B,»(l
S3 'fi.US 84"r ....... 7.11) S5' ' , 66 '■ . ■' . '■.:■, '7,40
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lIRS
BOOl^^lFTS
ll<i HI i MISCELLANEOUS .{ 911i UJ PAINTING ID AUTOWIOTIVE L FOR SALE
presents
Word Search
COLWOOD PAINTING AND DECORA­
TING. Wallcoverings, spray painting, 
brush and roll. Our prices will please 




' CLAIR DOWNEY 
• Service
SINGLE AAAPLE BED $85. folding 
stroller $40, exterior metal door $100. 
656-9105. 43/43
WIM
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR painter. Renovations also. 










• LICENSED MECHANICS 0
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
■ TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION ®
• TIRES • BATTERIES .
• SECURITY MUFFLER *
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS «
• PROPANE SALES
FOR SERVICE CALL «
656-2921 or 656-0434 ^
9429 Canora, Sidney 
CYRIL PRIMEAU —OWNER ; 0
SECRETARIAL DESK 60"x30" with 
typewriter table $165.00, brown cor­
duroy chair, folds out to single bed, 
$25.00, misc. store fixtures - cabinets, 
garment rod, complete 72" (6 ft.) long, 
card racks, glass display cubes. 652- 
0473. 43/43
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515__________ 33/,}
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided, 
troil rides. Open year round. For reser­
vations phone Rockhaven Ranch, 478- 
3023. 40/,f
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme — take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven letter theme 
word.
isimfEifEiwnpririn











PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656-1580
1974 FORD CAPRI AUTOAAATIC good 
mechanical condition, good boby and 
interior, new brakes and tires, needs 
muffler $1395.00 O.B.O. 656-5923.
42/43
DRESS AAAKERS FORM vinyl recliner, 
folding bicycle and lamps. 656-3750.
43/43
GIRLS 5-SPEED BIKE, good condititon 
$65. O.B.O. 656-5466. 43/44
GENTS C.C.M. 3-SPEED Roadster cycle 
excl. condition. $55. 656-9634. 43/43
CLARK ENTERPRISES, discount glass. 
9750-4th St., Super by 3mm. tempered 
42'/4x58, 42'/3x54, 46'/4x80, $22 50 
28'/3x103, 28'/3x101'/,, $28.00. 4mm 
24x67'/i, 22x67'/4 $24.00, 32^4x74,
34x75 $28.00: 34x68, 34x76 $30.0o! 
29'/jx94y4, $40.00. Thermo units, patio 
doors and , lots more. 656-6656 VISA 
and Mastercard. 37/tf
RAMBLER 660 offers. 656-4737. 42/43
69 VW WESTFALIA CAMPER VAN New 
engine, clutch, brakes, bodywork and 
paint. Offers. Brian 383-5183, 656- 
5121. 42/44
FRENCH PROVINCIAL DINING ROOM 5 
piece suite, fruitwood finish, table - 
cherry veneer top, hardwood chair 
frames, table top and apron. 652-3640.
43/43
FOR SALE TWO VACUUM CLEANER and 
stove phone 656-3829 or come 10005 
Buddleia Place, Sidney, B.C. 40/43
J5 SECRETARIALSERVICES
69 VW WESTFALIA CAMPER VAN. New 
engine, clutch, brakes, bodywork and 
paint. Offers. Brian. 383-5183, 656- 
5121. 43/44
DRY FIR and hemlock sawdust for sale. 
656-5671. 38/49
TWO ENGAGEMENT RINGS 14 and 10 
K. siges 6. Value $900.00, asking $375. 
656-9462. 41/44
RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for oil kinds of typing. Call 
Helen 656-4915. 33/tf
1977 NOVA 350 auto many new parts. 
No rust. Mechanicly very sound. 
$2495.00 0.6.0.656-5038. 43/43
LEAD FISHING BALLS most sizes stock 




PENINSULA SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing, business or private. Pick-up 
and delivery. Available Brentwood 
ond Saonichton. Available for tem­
porary assignments, Connie. 652-0189.
43/46
WHEELCHAIR, TUB TRANSFER CHAIR, 
easy lift chair, commode, toilet safety 
frames, toilet seat riser, elbow crut­
ches, canes, Robo cushion. 656-6459.
42/43
DUTCH LACE CURTANS Different pat­
terns. Different sizes. French door 
ponels. Liny Rouwen 652-0865. 42/45
SOLID OAK DINING ROOM SUITE 
$1200.00 desk $75.00, chesterfield 
suite $325.00. 656-5251. 42/43
MOTORCYCLE
ANSWER:
Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
■ noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
SMALL ENGSNE 
SERV8CE
1976 HONDA MOTORCYCLE 750-R 
motor in excellent condition requires 
some work. $900.00 656-9418. 42/43
CANOPY TOP for Suzuki 4x4 with bows 
(Jeep). $500.00, 4 studded snow tires 
for Suz. Jeep. $100.00: bar with built-in 
stereo $200.00, high chair, $10.00, crib 
and mattress $70.00. 656-8050. 42/43
OLD STYLE DINING ROOM SUITE, sew­
ing machine (portable), desk, stereo 
record player, luggage. Call 656-4507 
ofter5p.m. 43/44
DINING TABLE plus four chairs, 
walnut, two leaves, $99 firm, 652-5572! 







[H I am a Review paid subscriber. 
I I I am not a Review subcriber.
I I I wish to become a Review 
oaid subscriber.
Repairs lo Lawnmowers, 
Chainsaws.
• Husqvarna ■> Pioneer • Toro 
• Shindaivva • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
SSS-TT-a A
5 RECREATiOHALVEHICLES
16 R. COLEAAAN CANOE $300., 36 inch 
ceiling fan never used $65.00. 656- 
9418. 42/43
FRIDGE FOR SALE excellent condition. 
Three years old 15-16 cubic ft. Beige 
Kelvinator $700 O.B.O. 656-6395 after 
5:00 p.m. 43/43
FOR DISABLED DRIVER 1982 Dodge 
Ram Van. Raised roof, wheelchair lift, 
hand controls, fully:camperized. 8155 
Kms. Mony extros. 656-6459. 42/43
CLOTHING STORE equipment for sale, 
hanging racks, and wood shelving, 
metal shelving, hangers, etc. Cash on­
ly. 656-7313 doys: 656-2140 evenings.
42/43
TWO KROELER CLUB CHAIRS, solid 
birch frame. Hostess chair, cream 
velvet, brown recliner, fireploce 
screen, stereo component cabinet, 
other items. 655-1998. 43/43
Please drop your entry off at
Oct 8 winner was Dave Ren- 
shaw of Poliard Place. As a 
Review subscriber Dave 
qualifies for a $20 bonus gift 
certificate.
Correct answers were: Strip, 
Snoopy, Charlie, Cartoons, 




1977 CHEV 19 ft. Eldorado mini 
motorhome. 34,000 mi. 14 mpg awn­
ing, roof-air, hitch, Michelin duals, 
shower, 3-way fridge, forced air, Will 
consider trade for boat. $13,900. 655- 
1243. 43/44
JUS'KIDDING IS CLOSINGI All mer- 
chandise must be sold by 4:30 p.m. 
Oct. 28/86. Make me an offer a I can't 
resist. 9768A-2nd St. 656-7313. 42/43
MiSCELUNEOUS 
Ifc3 WANTED
HOWE'S TREE SERVICE, general falling, 
topping, dangerous tree removal. Ful­
ly insured. We'll go out on a limb for 
you. 478-2553. 87/41/28
HORSE TACK AND RIDING GEAR. New 
Zealand and night blanket, grey 




1935 AAARINER 40 H.P. manual 
$12.00.00.652-0850. 43/44
BICYCLES FOR SALE. Raleigh Mighty 




HAND-RUBBED Jacobean oak coffee 
table $295. Pair of Sheraton inlaid 
lamp tables $295. 655-1714 evenings, 
weekends. 43/44
AUCTIONEERS & APPRAISERS LTD. 
• We are seeking Fine Art,
Antiques, and Collectibles.
® To sell your items to the highest
bidder CALL for a FREE 
Auction estimate. 386-G-3308







off Keating X Rd.




Woll Aged .................... .. ONLY CU. YD.
Cedar Chaps









10124C McDonald Park Rd. 
SIDNEY
\A/AMTED
We pay top cash for: Older oil 
& watercolor paintings, 
frames, statues (metal or 
wood), Indian artifacts. 
Jewelry (any kind), silver, an­





Old Victoria Collectibles 
933 Fort St.
FULL LENGTH LINED DRAPES off white 
colour. Also 90" chesterfield complete 
with chair and ottoman, golden rust 
colour. All in excellent condition. 
Phone 656-3709 or 652-0143. 42/43
ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBLE DEALER 
buys china, glassware, figurines, 
crystal, furniture, painting, silver, 
toys, dolls, jewellery, etc. plus the odd 
or unusual. 652-5040. 33/53
1964 FORD FIDO '/j ton driven doily. 
$500.00 O.B.O. 656-5038. 43/43
FOR SALE woodstove $150.00. O.B.O; 
656-2374. 43/43
MOVING MUST SELL! 5 piece swivel 
dinette suite, $500.00 new, sell 
$175.00. Beautiful $300.90 leather 
jacket-men's size 36-38 $50.00.
Adustabie door screen (for babies) $7., 
2 water jugs $1 each, 2 jackstand $4, 
new racquet and tin of balls $10, 
weedeater $9, double s.s. sinks and 
taps $15, kelty pack, frame and ground 
sheet $15, headskis and poles $10.0 
each, electric baseboard heater $10, 
heavy duty toolbox $15, McBrine 3 pee. 
luggage $10, two Coleman campstoves 
$2 each. Primus camping latern $5, 3, 
gos cans $7 lot, rug shampooer $10. 
two,’pruning saws $3 and, $5-,each, 
handsaw $5, hacksaw $5. 655-3209.
WANTED TO BUY antiques, paintings, 
sketches and collectables. 652-0444 
eves. 479-9444 doys. 41/48





2131 BRETHOUR PARK WAY, clothes, 
jewellry, odds and ends.^jOct. 25 and 
26. 10-4p.m. ~ V - 43/43^
G.T. TRUCKING 
& EXCAVATIMG













• Wa load pickups Atiailorii 
MON-SAT 8 am-S pm 




PLASTER, STUCCO, imitation brick and 
rock. Clean, quality work at 
reasonable prices. Phone Brian 479- 
0719. 40/01
STONE BRICK BLOCK FIREPLACES and 




DAVID LEHTON AAASONRY. Fireplaces, 
chimneys, repairs, brick, stone, mar­
ble. Diamond saw cutting. Estimates. 
656-6959. 43/50
Ads from all over B.C 
and the Yukon.
25 words for $119 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
MUSIC
PIANO LESSONS. Register now for 
autumn. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher has a few openings, Classical 
ond/or popular. All ages and all 
methods, R.C.M. or .Suzuki. Mrs.
 38/43
Buy/lease any truck or RV. 
Nothing down OAC, LTL 
9000 with contract. We deli­
ver. Call Bob Langstaff or 
Tom Morgan collect 464- 
0271, toll free 1-800-242- 
FORD. D.L, 5231.
BUSINESS




4 Form Mnlerlolu 
"Huy Olinof from aulk 
SuppllarnndSevo" 
•Mnnufaoturoel Fin DAflK MULCH 
otound Itoni salt Irou Hr bork.. 




•Agrlculturnl Suwdum, StiHvinoa or 
Hog Fuel.
Suivlnp Iho Lawof Imlond lor 
a yoara with ipiollty pioducia,
479-8560
PIANO LESSONS In your homo. Ex- 
potlonced ond qualified Instruction — 
hove B.Mus. avoiloblo Saf. and Mon, 
Coll Holly. 590-0507. 42/43
R'awaT iaiok oiioANr
koybonrd plus bass, Full oufo feuturos 
Incl, lope cMisotto and ployback, Cost 
$■<300 now, Bristol condition $1949.00 
65y 243, 43/44
MUSIC LES$ONS, piano, theory, 
recorder, private or group, Closslcol 
and popular lossoni, Include eortraln- 
Ing, sight-reading, theory, Dlnno 
Lngllsli, Guitar lessons, oil styles, 15 
yrs. experlertce Toronto and Van­
couver, l loyd Fngllsh, 6.5^1315, 43/46
Buy/lease any gas/diesel 
truck direct from factory 
dealer, Nothing down OAC, 
Easy monthly payments. 
Call Wally or Al McKenzie 
toll free 1-800-242-FORD. 
D,L. 5231.
Dealers and Distributor re­
quired, very prodtoblo In­
dustrial and homo owner 
energy saving product. In­
vestment return possible In 
one year or less, dealer area 
$4,000 - $8,600, distributor 
$35,000. Includes Inventory. 
Box 217, 0/0 BCYCNA, 812- 
207 W. Hastings St. Van­
couver, V6B fH7, Phone 
Norm ]604) 272-2763, Brian 
506.2804.
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur­
naby. B.C. V/5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666.
REAL ESTATE
Buy/loosfl any gas/dlesot 
truck direct. Hungers from 
$150 MO. Nothing down 
OAC, Wo deliver, Call Gary 
or Mark for Immediate ap­
proval toll free 1-800-242- 
FORD, D.L. 5231. ____
British cor parts; New ■ 
U,sod - Rebuilt tor MQ. 
Triumph, Auslln, Jenson, 
Austin Hoaly, Wembley 
Motor Works, 1157 Richards 
SI,, Vancouver, VG0 3E7 or 
phono 685-2628,
Attention people in the hos­
pitality trade who wont to 
Increase their volume with a 
mlnlmsl Investment, We of­
fer a new, exciting concept, 
phono 609-2496 or 984-2248.
Bird Lovers! Order your 
bird feeding kit by mail 
now! Kit Includoa, ono ro- 
flllablo BIrdhut, 4.4 lbs. of 
"Bird Preferred" quality 
sunflower seeds & much 
more. Please send $5.00 + 
$2.50 postage & handling 
per kit. Alberta Sunflower 





Paclllo Forklift sales. Wes­
tern Canoda's largest In­
dependent used forklift 
dealer. Dozens of good used
15
PAINTING
New loss Frontier FFW 105 
Fifth Wheel Trailer. Make 
an offer, Dave London 
Motors Ltd. 1.0OO-232-6O72 DLR 1/8507.
electric, gas, propone, die- 

















OARDLN ROIOVAIINO service ui»lnn 
d (UTwII roar linu morltlim,
V«ry ruosonublo fqiwt, 656 W)U1:
MORRIS THE CAT lANDSCAFING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE, CiulHlml 








tarn 16Vo por year in U.S, 
dollars, Guarantoed! • By 
my of leaalriQ Marino Car­
go Conlalnora. Rental In- 
come • live Marino Cargo 
Contnlnors pay $2,326 por 
yoar, 10 pay $4,660 per 
year, 25 pay $11,625 por 
year, Longlh of loaso Is up 
to 15 years (five yoar incro- 
monlB), Minimum Invest­
ment $3,100, All above In 
U,S, dollars. Ask about our 
capital upprncialion pro­
gram. Call 273-1110, Write. 
Pacific film Conialnor Sales 
Urt,, SlOO • 10651 Sliori- 
bridge , Way, Richmond, 
D C. V6X 2WD, Tolox 04- 357602,
Equipment Auction Satur­
day, Oct. lOlh, 11:00 a.m. 
Joe Wark Auctions, Ouos- 
nal, B.C. Batch plant, pav­
ers, rollers, dump truck, 
farm machinery, vehicles, 
grader, Information call 747* 
1894,
Auction School, 14th year, 
1,300 graduates. Courses 
April, August and Decem­
ber. Write Western Canada 
School of Auctioneering, 
Box 087, Lacombo, Alberta. 
TOC 180, (403)702-6216 ev- 
enlnga (403)346-7918,
Huntorllne Trucking Ltd, 
We have an Immediate 
opening for lease operators, 
A varlotv of opportunities 
are avaiiablo, Highboys 
Canada, Highboys Tho 
U.S./and CaniulB. or Q- 
Tralna, Fuel accounta are 
auppiiod. Licence and Instir- 
wnco Is financed for you. If 
you are a qualified loose 
operator phono Waynne, or 
Norm 1-600-R03-40i6.
Free: 1986 guide to study- 
at-home correspondence 
Diploma courses for presti­
gious oareora; Accounting, 
Alrcondltlonlng, Bookkeep­
ing, Business, Cosmetology. 
Electronics, Legal/MorJical 
Socrotnry, Psychology, Tra­
vel. Granton, (1A) 1055
West Georgia Street #2002, 
Vancouver, 1-800-268-1121.
Applications are invited for 
the position of Deputy Clerk 
(or the District of Chet- 
wynd. The position reports 
to the Clerk Administrator. 
The successful applicant will 
be responsible to assist the 
Clerk Administrator and the 
Treasurer/Collector with all 
duties prescribed In the 
Municipal Act, assist with 
preparing agondas lor re­
gular and special Council 
meetings and keep minutes 
of some, assist the Clerk 
Administrator In tho day to 
day admlnlBtratlvo matters. 
The Deputy Clerk will also 
be rosponsible for by-law 
onforcemont, suporviso tha 
licensing dsparimont and 
(or enforcement of all ro- 
gulotory by-laws. Applica- 
flona together with resume 
Including two employment 
related references end date 
of availability - will be re­
ceived up to and Including 
October 24, 1086, Please 
forward to the undersigned 
marked confidential, Mr. 
J.A, Taslyk, Clerk Admln- 
latrotor, District of Chot- 
wynd, P.O. Box 357, Chet- 
wimt^ VOC 1JO
Okanagan Vernon area. 
Rural setting. Vz acre, ser­
viced. deeded lot zoned mo­bile homos. Close schools 
shopping. For sale or rent. 
Excellent terms, negotiable. 
1-547-6630 any time.
Okanagan Vernon. Rural 
setting. Nice throe bedroom 
trailer. Stove, (ridge. Ad­
dition. Log built outbuild- 
Inqs, Sale or rent with op­tion to purchase. Excel­
lent terms. 1-547-6630 any­
time.
SERVICES
Major ICBC Personal injury 
Claims? Carey Linde, Law­
yer, 14 years, 1650 Duran- 
(eau. Vancouver. Phono col­
led 0-684-7798 (or Free 
How to Information!: tCBC, 
Claims and Awards. "We 
work only for you • never
for ICBC, and you pay us 
■ ■ t," Affll-
OversoaB Poslllona. Huhd-
roda of top paying positions. 
Attractive benefits. ‘
Penticton School of Hair­
dressing taking roplatratlons 
for Nov, 3ra orasieo. A 
career with a (uturel Con­
tact: 207 Main Street, Pen­
ticton, B.C. iVOH IZO. 493- 
2747.
All oc­
cupations. Free detalln. 
Overseas Employment Sor- 
vices, Dept. CA, Box 460. 
Mount Royal, Quebec H3P 
3C7. ____
only after wo collec , 
latod Offices In Campbell 
River, Kamloops, Kelowna, 
Victoria. Nanaimo, Wlllloms 
Lake, Nelson, Prince Geo-
roe._ ' ■'■' ’ ■ " .
Major personal InjiTry 
claims, Joel A. Wonor, Law­
yer experienced In litigation 
since 1968. Call, collect 0- 
736-8201. Free Initial con- 
sullatlon. Contingency fees 




A J, TRACTOR SERVICE, rolftvollri!, .uul 
lawn pnijh, jtnall with louJoi,
rutuYBlPf omJ L>.i4.*,kliwu. •)S.|-4, 3,1.'it
COMPLETE GAROENING SCRVIC.IS, 
■’..Irtrinui**, «. timiliuq'
O.A.P. (Pwcui/utd. SUltiny, Iti'culwinui, 
Sannkhiun, PWifi/vlo. 40'<<
EKRERIENCED FAINTER rani, wfflciem, 
omi lup ((urillly woik, No job loo bin or 
nmoll. Coll now for your «ailnKj|«, 455-
43 XA
OUALITY PAINT/NO «t' roo«o„obl« 
rnto*i, Cniuiorior booily, flroih, roller, 
ond olr((n,i> (tproyinq. Bruco Simniorm.
43/44
Kamloops O.C, Convonlenoe 
Store • Gas Pumps, Living 
Accommodation. For sale or 
lease, 136,000 needed to 
•■lock Very good terms for 
quallfleil purchaser, Mr. Zlhimer 1-5?:|-302Oj 
BOOK ¥ N f H U 8Ta™S T B1 
Now publlitisf offers unique 
markwllng and ewrallent nn-
FOR SALE, MISC.
Computer uo'ftwarFby'm'all 
for Commodore nnd Atari 
ST, Low pricoa, popular
»MI«4. Sertil Mr ffftn mfo,
Ganaoft, Box 3464, Dept. N, 
Courtenay. B.C. VSN 5_N5j„ 
Montreal Miniary Surplus; 
workshirts $2.76, ■workpants
"3.50, workboots $16., Tut
QAJMNJNQl.10' X 10' Groenhouse $140. 
1000W Metal Halide $176. Plus 10,000 gnrdonlno pro­
ducts. Great pricoa. Send 
!,?, lor lp,M-p»r;k. Wnslern 
Water Farma. 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vtuncouvor, B.C. 
VOR 3NQ (aO4)0B2:mPj_...:
catalogue send *2, "(reim- 
■ ! Military
portunlty. No Inventory, $20 
Investment. Write Books,
1360 Highland Or, 3,, Kftl- 
ownn, O.C, VIY 3W1 or
buried (irif order); ......... .
Surplus, Box 24.3, St, TImo' 
<hM..:.QpFbflc JOS 1X0, 
tHrinff"FI'nwar"xTmra'ii Orcrii- 
Hons lo Vancouver Aron, 
seven days a week with 
dalivery, Steveslon Flowers 
and Gills. Phnno 272-2866
HFU’WAMTFEl ___
Ms Chorle Home Fashion 
Shows, Esi. 1075. Join our 
succesilul family of Rep/e- Benttttlves In proserHing 
quality linnerla and Iminoe- 
wear at In-Home parlies tor 
woman. Set your own goals 
for Impressive 
(Sall toll free 1-000-263-
_______
Dates Galore, For all ages 
and unattached. Thousands 
of members anxious to meet 
you. Prestige Acquain­
tances, Call, Toll Free 1- 
fl00«263.6673. Hours; 0 a.m.
to 7 p.m,___ ________
Sln'oles Lino, Whore tiuni- 
rods ol singles are mootinp nthijfiii In (I safe, wisy.' af­
fordable and confidential 
way. Do something nice (or 
yourself. Singles Line 
feaO-LOVE.
Australia/Now Zealand tra­
vel plans? Now you can call 
free to ANZA travel • tho 
Down Under experts. Low­
est fares, host planned trip, 
734-7725, Toll-free In B.C, 
1-800-972-6928.
The of^ly way lo teach more thi 
flOO.OOO homos ihfoughoul B
f> \hP: v..iri cfio (:,riornf c,,'i
We'il ptace vouf ad in mom tin 
70 newfsonpois
RUAL'EigME___....
Five Only. 11,000 down, 
From $760. a monllt, First 
Ihroo sold got two froc op 
pdances In modnrn split- 
level Ihroo bedroom home 
of 1,800 sq. ft. In park-like 
selilng. Call Franz 467-4250 
or 600-451I7. 1*6 dally, ex* 
cept Tuesday A Fflday, "
blanket
classifieds
one ClOl tioeg it ati
HU’;
Wednesday, October 22, 1986
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garden tools, bonkbeds, and 
numerous household goods. Sat Oct 
25th, 9-2 11010 Chalet Rd., Sidney! 
(Deep Cove). 43/43
2279 ADELA PL., SIDNEY Oct. 25 10
o. m. - 3 p.m. Includes tires, bikes, 
Fisher Price toys and much more.
43/43
KEATING RIDGE. First ever garage 
sale. Good selection: garden tools, ' 
sprayer and sprays, some furniture! 
household items, column sump pump 
(used once), man's Raleigh bicycle like 
new, 22 rifle, many other useful items. 
6665 Buena Vista. Saturday and Sun! 
day, October 25 and 26. 10-4 p.m.
43/43
1645 McTAVISH RD. Oct 25-26, 10-5
p. m. Carseat, children's toys and
clothes, aquarium, trailer hitch, 8 mm. 
camera and projector, radios, cross­
country skis, auto accessories and 
much more. 43/43
WO.OO REWARD. Lost Karmanghia 
signature off back of car. No questions 
asked. Phone 656-3176 after 6 p.m.
43/43
kOST: facetted gold bracelet 5th St. to
Beacon Plazo. REWARD. 656-7091.
43/43
FOUND: Ladies Seiko watch at
Kinsmen beoch. 721-9797. 43/45
LOST: Gucci watch on SatunJay, vicini­
ty, Safeway/Sidney Hotel. REWARD. 
Phone collect 403-238-2892. 43/43
D’ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages available. Phone 656-3420 




FRESH FLOWERS for all occasions. Bou­
quets, flower arrangements, corsages, 
otc. Free local delivery Peninsula 











WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
doy, 7 doys o week.33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service. 9751 Third St.. Sidney. 656- 
0134.33/tf 
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 











Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
658-5235
DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­
tions, Joan Diakow, 656-3190. 33/tf
COMING EVENTS 
SANMOUNCEI^EIITS
PASSED AWAY SUDDENLY on October 
14, 1986 ot Sidney, B.C. Mrs. Lydia 
Wood (nee Williams). Born in 
Rockburn, Quebec. She leaves her lov­
ing husband Edgar ot home. Also sur­
vived by her loving daughter Lorna and 
husband Con Connolly of Vancouver, 
B.C.; grandchildren Jim Connolly, 
Morilyn Connolly. Roy Connolly and 
Sheila Devlin; 5 great grandchildren; 
brother George Williams of Hun­
tingdon, Quebec. Funeral Services 
were held on Friday. October 17, 1986 
at 1:00 p.m. from St. Pauls United 
Church, 2410 Malaview Drive, Sidney, 
B.C. Reverend H. Pratt officiating. In­
terment at Hatley Memorial Gardens, 
Colwood B.C. Flowers gratefully 
declined. If desired contributions may 
be made to tho B.C. Heart Foundation, 
Canadion Cancer Society or charity of 
ones choice. 43/43
f)flALE SINGERS Needed 
for a perforimance of 
Messiah excerpts. Rehs. 
Thursday nights; Concert 
in early December. Con­











SAWMILL Mobile Dimension for biro. 
Custom cut lumber lo your spoclfica- 
tians, Eric 479-5059 after S p.n». 43/46
LUMBER SALE Fir • full dimensions 1 or 
2 inch 2x4, 2x6, 2x0, 2x10, 4x4, 5x5, 
6x6, otc, otc. Will cut odd dimonslons. 
Eric 479-5859 oftor 5 p.m. 43/46
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St., is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula. If you need 
assistance or if you wish to volunteer a 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please coll 656-0134 
for further information. 33/tf
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Fur- 
ther info. 652-4580, 652-1531. 33/tf
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, coll 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. 33/tf
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day, 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for 
more info. 33/tf
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
- drop thenn off at The Review. 33/TF 
SANCHA HALL Flea Market eve^ Sun­
day.,"For tobies and info. '85624523.'
ANNOUNCING FETCH AND CARRY 
SHOPPING SERVICE. Too tired, too 
busy, unable to get out. Let a mature, 
responsible woman do it for you. 656- 
9406 ofter 6 p.m. 42/44
ANNOUNCING NEW JAPANESE 
HERBAL costmetics and skin core. Cali 
Debbie 656-0349.42/45 
PENINSULA "SENIOR” LITTLE LEAGUE 
BASEBALL I 13-15 years old I General 
meeting Oct. 29 7:30 p.m. Sanscha Hall 
(old Library). Information 656-3337.
42/44
DISCOVER THE EUROPEAN ART of 
porcelain dollmaking in Sidney. 
Register now — moke your heirloom 
treosure in time for Christmas. 656- 
9826. 43/43
FIRST TAKE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
video for all occasions, weddings and 
anniversaries. 656-5038, 652-4089,
_________   43/^
SAANICH PENINSULA PARISH Fall Fast 
Boraar. Oct. 25 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sanscha Hall, Sidney. There is 
something for everyone. Como out ond 
join tho fun. Book stall, bake table, 
plants and flowers, garage sole and 
nearly new clothes, attic treasures, 
and jewellry, native oris and craft, 
noodlework, and crafts, lucky sovon, 
Tea room, hot dogs, coffee, doughnuts 
ond pop. Bingo, fishpond and Boor 
Garden. 43/43
BATH, In loving memory of my dear 
husband Ed who passed away October 
26/85.
If I have one lifetime wish.
One dream thot could come true,
I would pray to God with all my heart. 
For yesterday and you.
If teardrops wore a stairway.
And memories a lane,
I would walk all the way to.heaven.
And bring you bock again.
A thousand times I needed you.
A thousand times I've cried,
if oil my love could hove saved you, Ed
You never would hove died,
God saw you getting tired 
When a cure was not to be.
So ho closed his arms around you 
And whispired "come to me"
You suffered much in silence 
You spirit did not bend.
You faced your pain with courage.
Until the very end.
You tried so hard to stay with us.
Your fight was all in vain.
God took you to his loving home 
And freed you from all pain.
Deeply loved and sadly missed by your 
wife Glodys and Family. 43/43
LEGAL 
MOTSCES
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS
RE: THE ESTATE OF 
OLUF ALBERT MOSTAD, 
DECEASED
Notice is hereby given that creditors 
and others having claims against the 
estate of OLUF ALBERT MOSTAD, 
DECEASED, LATE OF New 
Westminster, British Columbia are 
hereby required to send them duly 
verified fo the undersigned executor at 
Box 248, Ganges, B.C, VOS 1E0 on or 
before the 10th day of November, 
1986, after which date the assets of 
tho said estate will be distributed, hav­
ing regard only to claims that have 
been received.
Signed Ian H. Clement
Sloan & Clement 
Barristers & Solicitors 
Box 248, Ganges, B.C.
.V0S1E0
for Otto Nofdal Moslad, Executor for 
tha Estate of Oluf Albert Mostad, 
doceased.
m REAL ESTATE 
Lu FORSALE
MUSIC FROM THE HEART, 43/43
n WOODHEAT
RAVEN FIREWOOD 656-9603, 41/44
505,00 cord. 653-4539 colloct aftar 6 
p,m, or 656-3144 and loavo moBtoga.
42/45
BONE DRY Hr llrawood, split orrd 
deiljvorad., *110,00, 595-3’20'2, 43/44
FiREWCtOI)..fir'' 'ilabwood!
*'/5/cord, 3 cordt/$?00,00. Dolivorod 
llmllod quanfltlo* Eric, 479-5059 after 5 
I?:?.’'.,:.:;.,...,....;....,..'. „. , 43/46
Il PETS&
LIVESTOCK
WYLEE TWO MORSE TRAILER, good con- 
dillon, *3,*W. p.O.O. 746-5094, 34/)f
FUIl'/ BOARD''‘AVAiiAB^ .. . fn7'"on«
hone, 2760 Dooley Rd., Central 
Saanich $140,00 p/m. 652-1440, 42/43 
^ REGIsfEliD’''AMLiE”7£AGLE''pUPPis!
homo rolsod, Bhots reody now, 
530fJ,00. Coll Paclllc Rim Korinwlt, Cab­
bie Hill. Photte 743.25,31 lor appoinl- 
monf. 43/44
YEllbw AND OREFN flUPOIC, coge 
orul otcorukniies *15,00. 656-5027,
43/43
KITTEN TO GIVI AWAY, gray tullco 3 
rnon. old, femole klllen. Hob hod 
iholB, Very allecliontila. 655-1770,
43/43
7MNX CROSS KITTENS need loving 
home. Moinmo col hri* juit hod her 
la*t Inter, Five baby Manx arn looking 
fnr « Invlno htirnt), Tlruy am lioinei;) 
nnd very nllertim^ntn, They will ho 
given awoy lor ti nominal rhorge, put 
lovmrd Man^imo coil boing iipeyed. Ap­
proved homei, Phone onyfime, 656- 
......,.... ............. ...........................43/43
JUS' KIDDING CONSIGNMENT 
CUSTOMERS PIF^SE NOTE: Duo lo 
store cloture all clothing and puyoult 
duo will be given Ocl, 29. 30, ond 
31/86, Noon to 5 p.m. Intermllleni 
More closurwt may occur at prepora- 
tlon progretset. __ 42/43
HOLY trinity" ZHURar'B^^^ 
"CHRISTMAS-BY-THE-SEA" it fcrelng 
hold on Ocfolter 35lh In Ihe Parish Hall 
.from 10 « 3 p,m, Many nrllcles for tole 
Including knitting, tewing, woodvvork. 
condlot, jnmt, jelliei, mincemeat, 
dried flowers, Xmnt boking ond Xmas 
dor.orollonR ot well os Treuture Trove 
ond FIfh Pond. There will be collee, 
lunch and too served. There it no ad- 
mlltonco fee ond there It 0 llth pond 
for the children ond a raffle. ^/43 
UARLiY GRECNS" Heallh iieml7o'rt,if^ 
Thuftdoy of each month, 656-9570.
_______________   42/43
MUSIC ftAAOic . A fun and creotlve 
program for pre-tchooleri ,3-5 yr, old. 
Saturdays ot Sonicha Hall, Coll Holly 
590-0507._ __ _ 42/43
Wednetdtiyt 11 ;30 o.m. Nov, 5-26 Cen­
tral Saanich Branch (Brentwood) Van. 
couvor Island Regional Llbrory pre- 
regitler of the llbrory. 43/43
piRcfpW'SpprA'OMiibXbTm
OF OCTA SIGMA PHI preittriH a dinner 
ond faihlon thovv, Twet, Nov, 4 at 6;30 
p.m. ol Images In the Sidney 
Trovelodgo, FauPiioris by Fellcio'tt 
Boutique. Tickets *14.00 avollabl* at 





For Dopendablo Friendly & 






Saanich Peninsula’s mobile properties are bigger than most, this 
one is 50x85'. The monthly fee is ony $185 a month. Good sized 
deck, nice kitchen and bathroom. A great CAREFREE retirement 
home.
Put 17 years successful real estate experience 
to work for you.
Marten Holst 656-7887 g—,
388-6275 pager 2151 I
BLOCK BROS. REAL ESTATE 656-5584 i ® - B
WANTED
Subdividable property
with or without house





... THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
Don’t Delay — phone today 





V ! TREED'LOT ■
Beautiful 'A acre treed lot located in area of fine homes on the 
Saanich Peninsula is very private with lots of sunshine and easy 
accessibility. This lot is serviced by city water. A nice lot to 
build your dream home on. Out of town vendor wishes to sell 
quickly and has authorized me to offer it for sale at $49,500. 
T992.








Mambor - Victoria M.L.S. 
866-1154
SLIGHTLY USED — NEVER ABUSED
3 bedroom home located just minutes from Beacon Ave. large 
home features spacious kitchen, large living room with 
fireplace, family room, den, fenced yard and much more. Low 
price duo to need for quick sale. First time offered for sale al 
$68,000.
RANCHER RELAXER
Delightful 3 bedroom home Is located just minutes from town 
ond stops to the beach, Homo is situated on a lovely level Vi 
acre lot and is fully landscaped. Imagine sitting underneath the 
heritage oak trees and looking out over Iho water. This no step 
homo Is very well insulated with low heating costs and is an 
easy care homo. Now offered tor sale at $107,500.
ATTENTION MR. & MRS. EXECUTIVE
You Will want to Inspect this Contemporary 4 bdrm siJlit level 
homo. Attractive Inside nnd out with loomy main floor living 
room With rock fireplace with heatilator, versatile kitchen and 
main floor utilities. Already fully landscaped on a largo corner 
lot In Drjan Park. First time ollored for tjolo at $ 136,900.
115 ; ^ BIRTH ^announcemenIs
LUSHAW—«• Bill ort(J Dlonii Holb 
Irigwodli pliwjiwd to annouiuo th* 
blrtb oJ rt b*ou»lful MMirr lot 
Krliilna Morli, 0 lb 4 «». Borq 0«f. 3, 
t9BA. SpAtiol thank* id Dr, Wray onJ 
mnlarnlty itnM or RFM, Anil! to baJdy
43/43
Do you your home is worth
In toclay0 I specialize In the
sale of Saanich Peninsula Properties 
and you rhay be pleasaritly surprised 
with your horne’s value. Why not phone 
mS today for a Professional Market 




Everything Includod, $326 
pm Rntnrnncorj roquPod, Call'
DOUG CAMPBELL 
85l-»lli84
llV€yWNF#l, «nlt4 4 b<rrqi. family bom*, 
North lUnoy. ocratt fratn wororfrani, 
Bock* onto pork. Wood flonri und«r 
MrFOt. Two flr(#|»l«tii. Fruli troott, 
t-al.WK), 6M-5.350. ..t3/44
Thinking Real Estate?
Soiling or Purchasing 
WhVTiot (jivo mo a cull and lot's 
discuss all your Roal Estate needs and 
togothor wo can mako It happen!
Ron Kubek CSl(Q0
Block Bros. Realty
“To Solwa All Your Real Estate Problems
New "79,900 
ROYAL OAK
3 bedroom 1250 sq. ft., 
healalator fireplace, double 










CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO CONSIDER
•Vi acre building sites 
•Fully serviced 
•Controlled surroundings
A tremendous selection 
now available, representing 




1725 DEAN PARK RD.










One hundred and seventy-six feet of 
beach frontage is just the start on this 
beautiful custom home with goid 
plated fixtures, three rock fireplaces, 
fantastic views from all the rooms. A 
super buy close to Sidney and recrea­
tion centre. T545. ML 98644.
One acre with potential view: Road & 
well already in, producing 30 gallons 
per minute. Asking $36,900.
NEW RANCHERS .
1 — 1350 sq. ft. 3 BR in new subdivi­
sion of custom homes close to beach 
in :quiet area of Sidney. Asking 
$97,900.': :; ■ ; ;; ; _ ^ /
.2 T-T .new rahcher../1l5C)Ssqf fK^thih 
walking distances to shopping, etc. 
$82,900. :
1 — now 1200 sq, ft. rancher. 2 BR, in 
new subdivision. Asking $87,900.
AMHERSTBYTHESEA 
Only 4 left of the most exciting retire­
ment ranchers In Sidney. Offering all 
the amenities that one would expect 
in quality and development such as 
this. Located In the most sought 
after area, close lo all amenities yet 
situated on the most beautiful bay In 
Sidney. Turn left off Beacon onto 
Third Street and turn right onto, 
Amherst.
OCEAN VIEW FROM $39,300 
Ono acre lots in new exclusive con­
trolled subdivision. Fantastic op­
portunity to have your dream oslate. 
This Is by far the most prestigious sub­
division oh Iho Poninsula and on city 
water,
P DON’T FORGET TO PHONE






10 acre fenced hobby farm 
with 6 bcirm cedar home and 2 
bdrnrt mobile home. Gome 
flrriber, pasture and view. Ex­
cellent garden. Vendor may 
take Bmaller family homo in 
lrado,T-ll6.,
Alao
Excellent family home close lo 
school, playground etc. 3 
bdrms, 2 baths, family room 
and landscaped yard. Ex* 
celienl value al $91,900, T- 
:1G3' , ■„ .
AIbO''
! Clonk Hill Esti'ilon, Spec- 
fncular 1 acre view lots on 
piped water, f-’reaiigo area 
now being davolopod, They 
are selling fast so cull me
nnw' ■' ■■ ■ ■ 1'"
For fln up»lo-daU» market
evaluallen nf your present
property al no obligation
cal! me today ,'if
658-1406 or l»5ti-5584 , 
Htdck Bros. Realty 
..SIditoy :





REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD*
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE






Let Me Help You 
with All Your 
Real Estate Needs 
Free Computerized Market 
Evaluation
No Obligation, of Course
Please phone for more info:
652-3511 (res.) MARY MERCER (bus.) 656-5584
BLOCK BROS. REALTY, SIDNEY, B.C.
I
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
»PROJ>ERTy MANAGEMENT “RENTALS •INSURANCE
— OFFICEHOURS —
Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm 





THIS SIDNEY CONDO HAS IT ALL:
Ocean, Marina, Park and bualino noarby. Ono bedroom A largo 
balcony, $39,900.
BS2-5922 PAT COLLETT 656-0131
ASbodroom
652-5922
FOR AN ARDMORE HOME 
BUILT TO ENDURE SEE:
633 Bradley Dyno
one owner home on .93 acre. ,$ii 2,000,
PAT COLLETT 656-0131
SAANICHTON - WITH VIEWS
1880 Seaboard Crescent
Super, 2 bedroom homo plus 1 brniroom in-iavtr suite on ground 
level. $8(J.500,
652-5022 PAT COLLETT 656-0131
A MINI ESTATE AT 
5443ALDERLEY
; NEAR ELK LAKi: -,93 ACRE :
Uroe 3 bedroom homo with (amtiy room plus separate 1 bedroom 
In-law suite $129,000.
PAT COLLETT 655-Ot.TI J
NORIK S/tAKICH • ’. acm tr««d 
*lon. Swovlticvd, 4 bdnnti., 3 full 
fUlIK,/ (T.OS5IVU OlU Ulllh
nrnirilaco, Iwamwd r.wllitHin. iwror* p<iU'
ly tinlilvwd nH: (oow, fully toncud lot, 
tlornpo T.lv»d rihd Inruo w»'<iimf<ih«d, 
loifliii fioi'Pftfti/'ivoikfchor*. tioktt to 
ichoal 0ttd rot* crmlro, St24.SreO, tdionf* 
lor oppoinfrotH'M (!i5iri-3Cr?9 or 
aftorfcp.m, ■ ■ ■ ■' 3y,'44
ONE ACRE LANDSCNP AREA, 160 U, 
frantooo. Extolltuvl buy for tfit* privoto
uiid wuwuoi.i ty. JQj.UOi'.V IlliM.
Build lo «uil, 656-B1b4. Attylln'M*. 43/46 
BRAND NEW 3 bdfw, itouiur oo ooo 
nrrn I'liuir I find t Fnd, Oiii«l, uurioy ond 
w«ll tr»«d. 1'/» both*, doubiti oorouw 
(U ft,) dor.U. 160 ft. li'on1a(|(». flWV 
HudOOfow. *100,500,00 656 0164.
......... 43.'44
Spiritual healing alternative
Continued from Page Al
“On the way home he said 
he felt a sharp pain in the back 
of his head and then it went 
away. He’s back as a logger 
now and his father wrote to 
me and said he came second in 
a falling competition.”
Another time Sherwood 
said she healed someone over 
the phone. “He had terrible 
emphysema. It was so bad he 
was continually hooked to an 
intravenous.
“He phoned me on a Satur­
day night .saying he had to go 
to emergency because he 
couldn’t breathe. I told him to 
put the receiver down and we 
linked up. After 1 said a 
prayer, he said all of a sudden 
he felt something come over 
him and then felt better. Later 
that night he had a shower for 
the first time in years. ’ ’
Sherwood says she frequent­
ly heals from a distance — 
even for people she has never 
met. For instance, she scans 
the papers every day, and if 
she reads of anyone in trouble, 
she will send a prayer for 
them.
Are patients skeptical of 
Sherwood’s healing powers? 
She says no. Generally people 
who come to her want 
desperately to be helped.
At the moment though, she 
is tending a scientist who is a 
skeptic. “He wants to be heal­
ed and he’s being healed but 
he never feels the energy of the 
healing.”
Sherwood always prescribes 
herbs and vitamins to ac­
company her healing because 
“it’s no good giving a person 
healing unless they are going 
to eat better.”
Some people will never be
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
VANCOUVER ISLAND INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITY, 4,000 sq. ft. log home 
on 27 acres, 7 miles north of Duncan, 3 
living rooms, 2 kitchens, 9 bedrooms, 2 
fireplaces, 4 baths, garage. Running 
creek, 100 gal. per minute well. This 
beautiful property is assessed at over 
$173,000 - asking $155,000 phone 746- 
5439 or 746-5481. 43/43
DEAN PARK RANCHER ideal retire­
ment on private VS acre treed lot. 
Backing on to "Gillain Manor Property" 
1600 sq. ft. custom built. $124,000 
Phone owner at 656-5681. 43/46
SAANICHTON by owner. Elegant 1450 
sq. ft. 2 bdrm. townhouse in small 
adult complex. Features kitchen nook, 
large garden patio and quality con­
struction. Walk to supermarket, post 
office, bonk. On bus routes. Excellent 




Retire in Comfort at
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENTS 
2 BDRM. SUITE 
1 BDRM. SUITE
n«nt Includfili hoat, T.V., 
parking, aauna, avvirlpool, 
billardtt, and workahup. 10 
min. lo Sldnay, 20 min. lo 
VIelorla. QO aulla complax on 
4 acrai. Extra parking 
avallabla.
Mr. & Mrs. Reovos
healed, maintains Sherwood. 
These are people who 
perpetually store hatreds and 
resentments against others.
“I had one woman who 
always had something wrong 
with her, so I asked her what 
was wrong. It turned out that 
she hated her daughter-in-law 
— so I told her that unless she 
dropped that she would never 
get better.”
Children and animals heal 
the best. Children, because 
they don’t have the mental 
hang-ups that adults tend to 
have. Sherwood also regularly 
works on animals — in par­
ticular horses. “When I am at 
Sandown and I see a horse go 
down with an injury I always 
say a prayer and send some 
energy for them.”
Although Sherwood doesn’t 
claim to cure cancer, she 
believes she has relieved the 
pain for many people.
A local resident, Maureen 
Puckett, said “I think very 
highly of Anne.”
Puckett’s mother, diagnos­
ed with cancer, was given six 
weeks to live. When she was
Rockets lose
Despite a strong game, 
Harvey’s Rockets touch foot­
ball team lost narrowly, 13-12, 
to Johhny Zee’s Knights in play 
Oct. 19.
The Victoria team’s scoring 
was all done'in the first quarter 
w'ith two touchdowns and a 
one-point convert.
In the third quarter, Jeff 
Hockey scored a touchdown 




THE LANDMARK, available Nov. 1 pen­
thouse $1025.00. Coll 656-5251. 43/43
SIDNEY, furnished one bedroom 
ground floor, suit quiet single person. 
Near ocean and shopping $425.00 in­
cludes utilities. No pets. 656-4845, 384- 
0068. 43/44
APT. AVAILABLE for seniors. 
Reosnable rent. 656-3612 Norgarden 
Court. 40/44
SIDNEV 2 bdrm. duplex F/S centrally 
located. Available Nov, 1 $465.00 656- 
2040. 41/44
DEEP COVE home suitable for couple, 
s/f $625.00. 656-0532. 42/43
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM for rent. For 
more information, call after 6r30 p.m. 
or in morning. 656-1905. 42/43
HOUSE FOR RENT unfurnished 3 
bedroom Landsend area, private 
acreage. Non-smokers, no pets. 
References and damage deposit re­
quired. Available Nov. 1st. $750 per 
mo. Coll 7-9 p.m. 656-0667. 42/43
NICE, ONE BDRM. suite, kitchen, 
bathroom, living room, fireplace, bock 
garden, in good home, Saonichlon. 
Suit quiet non-smoking professional 
lady. $385 incl. heat, no pets, no 
children. 652-0406. 43/43
NEED A WINTER HOME. 3 bdrm. house 
In Sidney area for rent. All oppl, incl., 
some drapes. Beautiful yard. Sorry no 
pets or smokers. $650.00 per month. 
656-9590. 43/43
US REAL ESTATE WANTED
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601 
7lh St. at Ocean St, $185,00 per month, 
Includes utilities, Is across from park.
38/5:1
mature RESPONSIBLE WOMAN re­
quires collage or house with lond from 
Nov. to March. Willing to housosll ond 
core for animals. Ref. avail. 592-5358 
after 6 p.m. 42/43
SIDNEY WAREHOUSE 2560 sq. ft, 
viroroliouso, washroom and office, roll­
up loading door, good parking and 
highway exposure 300-4611 office. 
592-6161 homo. 41/If
URGENTLY NEEDED lor single femolo. 
Room in a house, shared accommoda­
tion, or self-contained unit $200 • $250, 
656-620e, 43/43
2 BDRM. DUPLEX with garogo and 
bosomonf, '6 heal. $600, ovailoble 
Nov, 1,656-4264. 41/43
SIDNEV, bright clean 1 bdrm. duplax, 
Furniahod or onfurnished. Hoot, cable, 
ulilltlos includud, al $450. Loss lor 
ilnglo. No pels, 656-4045, 304 0068.
41/43
DEC. 1 TO APRIL 30/117 with option lo 
buy. Tololty luinisirud 2 bdrm, In 
rellrement contrci (Summorgale 
Village) .$550, utilities Included olso 
swimming, JaccucI, library, rec. hall. 
Phono 656-3032 days 656-4685 oyon- 
Ing. _ 42/44
oMNTWooF'bunExr^
boihrooms, frldgo and stove, avail 
Nov, 1 si. $550,652-1047. 43/43
WE NEED A SAFE GARAGE for our cor. 
Mottthly rentfjl, 656-2084, 43/45
URGENTLY NEEDEDl' Wor'king 'prof’os- 
slonrd mole, non-smokor, non-drinker 
wishes lo rent 2 bdrm (or more) house 
on acreage In quiet oreo. Coreloklng 
for reduced rout o possibility, 746-5073 
tivenings. Leave Mossoge. 43/44
SA^IL HOUSL coi'iln wanlori lo rent. 
Single gontlornan non-imohor, good 
rofarencos. North of Cenirul Saanich. 




brought home, Sherwood 
visited every day to take away 
the pain.
“It was remarkable. My 
mother would be writhing with 
pain and it would just go 
away, ft was miraculous just 
being a -le to alleviate the pain
DEPENDABLE, mnluro person lo shore 
large 3 bdrm,, 3,plox wllh single 
parent of one. Very close lo bus stop, 
Deacon Ave,r stores, etc, 656-9462.
43.''44
HOUsi''“FOR'"rent,'...oidurnlsitad...3
bedroom landsend oroa, private 
ocrooge. Non-smoker, no pets. 
Roleronces and damage deposit ro- 
ftuirod, Avellahlo Nov, lot. $750, per 
mo, Call 7 to 9 p,nr, 656 0667, 42/43
«mob...'are' you" "on "uXc^... or
wolfore, Need n room to rent Love 
i chlldron, Wo have beautiful furnished 
room. Work off some font with 
babysitting. Suit n.s. female, 656,5391,
ruRNiSf(io'".... siiiTE,'...aii
utilities, coble, IV, potklitg, maid ser­
vice, Etilrohce to Biitchart Gardens, 
Wuxtinum sluy M'jy .S.'Li/ .Su/b.UU put 
month, 652.23:)4 or 652-1551. 43, tl
FURNISfilED'BACHElOR'sUniES^ with oil 
ulllllle*. Coble T V; , porking, moldser- 
vice, Brentwood Bay maximum stoy 
Moy 1/87. $3M,()0 single persun $50,00 
per mottllt extra per son 653-1551 or 
653-93,J4. . .. 4.'l/tl
YAA$AHA BK7 orgon, 2 keyboards. 
Good cotidih^^^^^ 4,1/43
FOR RENT: Immoculoto SxS tJuplex, 2 
bdrm,, dining roam, f-P, no pels, loose 
$S75 por mo. 656-4066 or 656-4003,
. ..... .........; ■...;................ ...... .......... :,..'J3/43
for" SALE: Zonilh T, V console modei, 
Good coridlllon, $1.50. 656-1857 , 43/43 
1970 VW 7 door sedan, Runs oxcellont, 
$1,200, obo. 656-1190, 41/43
DEEP COVE VIEOW'-^ 2'"bdrm. "•■x" bsmh 
Must seel 'Z lots, 100 yds, lo rttarina. 
Open house Sot, ond Sun, 2.30 • 5:30. 
540 Ilirch Rd, By owner, $92,500, 656-
ittulomotic. 80,000 ml. Running condl- 
tion. .Asking $40f) aim, 652-4234 alter
12 m-Kin. 43 '4l
WO'" AUSTIN, "ifiOO'..Run»"''wM|j,...Ex-,
celienl gos mileage, 727.2589, 43/4.1
CUSTOM SOFA, $275, dinollo set,
tiivt, offfir*,,/cr, 67-t!*;, ' ' ti'n
FOUR''"BDRMr’HOUSEr’for..renr' Un-
Iwrnlihod, Coll 656-9162, No pets,
4,3./43.
SHARED ACCOMMODATION in 2 
iytlfm, bsl. suite Prefer perion 25-3.5, 
$165 per rnonth plus utilities.. 655-1620 
afier6p,m, 43/43
— I wasn’t skeptical at all.”
Sherwood would also 
counsel the rest of the family 
in dealing with the loss of their' 
mother.
‘‘There’s nothing 
fraudulent about Anne. She 




EYE OF THE NEEDLE FABRICS
Royan Viggers, a resident of Central Saanich for the 
past 6 years, has opened his first business venture, 
Eye of the Needle Fabrics in Brentwood. The shop car­
ries a wide variety of fabrics, quilting supplies and cot­
tons, notions, buttons and patterns.
MUS8C MAGIC
Holly Duff, a recent arrival from London, Ont., has 
established a teaching studio in Sidney for piano in­
struction. Music Magic is a group program for 3-5 year 
olds and is held Saturdays at noon at Sanscha Hall. 
Holly has a Bachelor of Music degree in piano from 
University of Western Ontario.
i
G.T. TRUCKING & EXCAVATING
Andy Glover, sales manager of Landscape Supplies 
Division located on Keating X Road, offers a wide 
range of landscape materials. Pickup of any quantity is 
available and delivery service can be arranged.
it
THE BOATERS EXCHANGE
Steve and Sandy Moran have purchased the Boaters 
Exchange on McDonald Park Rd, in Sidney. Used 
marine equipment and dinghies are bought and sold; 
consignment sales are accepted.
SIDNEY BUSINESS & ANSWERING SERVICE
Maureen Kohl and Pat English have added facsimile 
communication equipment and now offer transmission 
of documents v/oridwide to Ifieir services, Otlier ser­
vices offered are telephone answering with cal! .for­
warding and paging secretarial services.
NEW FACES ,
Now Facoo, Now PlitcoB Is a public Kgivicu of Tho 
Rovlow Advorllainq Dopadinoni,^ If you aro orjoniiiq a now 
buainoBS, oxpandlng your proahni buainess or fuivinq a 
criango in rnonaQomont. coniact Tho Rovliow Ailvortls- 
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School eyes Gardener's Pond
Gardner’s Pond, a freshwater 
area rich in wildlife and 
ecology, could be incorporated 
into the school’s biology cur­
riculum, says Hans Bauer, a 
biology teacher at Parkland 
Secondary..
“The biology course has been 
reviewed and a new curriculum 
contains enormous amount of 
material that could be used in
conjunction with the pond,’’ he 
explained at a North Saanich 
council meeting Oct. 6.
“Local schools could use this 
particular pond as a very, very 
rich form of ecological 
studies,” he noted.
In a chairman’s report of the 
Advisory Planning Commis­
sion, Rod Clack said the pond 
would be best served if council
NDP sigm swiped, 
resideitf angry
SIDNEY LIONS REVIEW FOOD BANK members hardly 
know where lo put the sizeable pumpkins among other 
goods donated by local churches after Thanksgiving.
“It is my expression as to 
how 1 feel. Why can’t people 
just accept that?” asked North 
Saanich resident Jo Dornan, 
angry that thieves made off with 
her two New Democrat Party 
election signs last week.
“The thieves might think it’s 
a joke, but the police regard it 
as theft,” she said.
Tod inlet site 
proceeds slowly
Displaying the campaign 
signs are “my contribution to 
the party,” Doman said, noting 
the smaller signs are worth
S2.50, the larger ones S7.50.
The signs were “definitely on 
rny property.” One was wired 
to a gate, the other was driven 
into the ground outside the 
fence but still on private land, 
she said.
A ‘Vote Social Credit’ sign, 
directly across the street from 
Doman’s home, was left un­
touched, she noted. “But a 
friend down Wain Road had her 
NDP sign thrown into a tree.”
“This is not funny. It’s my 
property and it’s theft.”
“did not make the area public 
park.
“The pond’s ecological 
future is worthy of pre.scrvatioii 
(but it) should be in such a way 
that it didn’t disturb the present 
situation.”
Clack said if the area was 
made public, the ecology would 
de destroyed.
In his report, he suggested 
making the area a development 
permit control area and then the 
municipality “would not have 
to purchase it.”
Aid. John Stone said he had 
“concerns” about the $164,000 
price tag. “Although we are in a 
position with some $60,(MX) to 
$70,000 funds available for 
capital purchase of land.”
Mayor LLoyd Harrop ex­
pressed concerns over the pro­
tection of the pond and its sur­
roundings if a development per­
mit control was issued.
“My feeling is council is 
elected to make decisions, not- 
refer them back to the elec­
torate. It’s been before council 
for too long”
At a committee of the whole 
meeting Oct. 14, the matter was 
tabled while Bower sent council 
his report in writing.
. I
Given the strong reaction 
from Brentwood residents, Cen­
tral Saanich council want to 
tread carefully in giving any go- 
ahead to develop the 16-acre 
former BC Hydro site in Tod 
Inlet.
The waterfront site was ac­
quired by a private developer 
earlier this year, sparking public 
concerns about its future.
At its Oct. 7 meeting, council 
rejected an application by- 
developer Tom Moore to 
stockpile rock on the Tod Inlet 
property as a prelimary stage of 
development.
“I personally would not like 
to see us endorse anything until 
we have some plans,” said 
Mayor Ron Cullis. “We have a 
very strong mandate from the 
residents of Brentwood as to 
how they want to see that area 
developed, and we are honor- 
bound to follow it.”
“We are going to move very 
cautiously and deliberately.”
More than 700 Brentwood 
residents signed a petition 
earlier this year asking that 
public beach access be preserved 
if the area is developed. Petition 
organizer Bruce Obee urged 
council to make sure there was 
plenty of opportunity for public 
input before any development 
plans were approved.
Moore told council at the 
Oct. 7 meeting that developers 
would be putting in a public 
beach access. A waterfront 
walkway through the area 
would be owned by the pro­
vince, not the developer, he 
said.
The foreshore would be 
upgraded under the developer’s 
plans. .And a planned boat ramp 
was intended to be for public 
benefit, not as a commercial 
venture, added Moore.
Moore told the Review last 
week that his firm, acting as an 
agent for the property owner, 
will make a formal presentation 
of development plans to coun­
cil, likely before Christmas. 'Vlu' 
developers need the property 
rezoned for residential develop­
ment, he s.'iid.
Planned developtneni would
likely include both single and 
multiple residential housing, 
Moore added.
A study commissioned by the 
Capital Regional District 
recommends a park “in the 
general area of Tod Inlet.”
Pamela Williams of PRP 
Parks, a reseacher for the firm 
hired to make the parks study of 
the Greater Victoria area, said 
she had hiked in the inlet. “1 
thought it was a beautiful 
area.”
W'illiams said the researchers 
were recommending areas for 
parkland based on whether they 
have w'aterfront, represent the 
regions geography, are well 
'distributed throughout the 
region and likely to be used by a 
significant number of local peo­
ple.
“There’s not much left on the 
Peninsula that’s not developed 
as subdivisions or farming,” 
said Williams.
Health technicians 
may strike at SPH
PANORAMA 
LEISURE CENTRE
There is no indication yet 
when or if a health technician’s 
strike will spread to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
Health Sciences Association 
members, including X-ray and 
laboratory technicians, walked 
off the job at Victoria General 
and four other B.C. hospitals 
Friday.
All but emergency services 
have ceased since the strike 
began, as members of the 
Hospital Employee’s Union will 
not cross picket lines.
Elective surgery was cancelled 
and only a skeleton staff deem­
ed essential remained.
The 5,5C)0-member union also 
served 72-hour strike notice to 
five additional hospitals Friday, 
none in the Greater Victoria 
area. But union spokesman
U&n
Ron Drayton, a charter 
member of the Central Saanich 
Lions Club, was a hard w'orking 
contributor to the community.
The Lions will honor his 
memory with a scholarship to a 
needy student to further their 
education.
Drayton, the maintenance 
supervisor at Royal Road.s 
military college for 12 years, 
died suddenly Sept. 28. A 
World War II veteran, he was
Central Saanich Lions president 
in 1977, zone chairman in 1978, 
and district governor in 1984.
Drayton was also actively in­
volved with Camp Shawnigan 
and the B.C. Society for Crippl­
ed Children,
A cash award, with the 
arnount yet to be determined, 
will be awarded in memory of 
this man’s service.
















NATURAL COSMETICS.. 10% off
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Retail
*325. 00 OUR PRICE
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GRADE A B.C. CHEDDAR......... ..
HONEY COCONUT GRANOLA ... 
THOMP.SON SEEDLESS RAISINS. 
TURKISH APRICOTS...............
FOR YOU WINE & BEER MAKERS 




MUNTONA . ............10% OFF
BREW MAKER.,.. ,10% OFF 





GRAPE a FRUIT CONCENTRATES 10% OFF
GLASS CARBOYS ..16«L
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
652-1211 "
SAANICH RD.; BRENTWOOD BAY7060 W
Howie Smith told the Review a 
further schedule of strikes had 
not yet been decided on.
“We’re not making choices 
ahead of time,” said Smith.
The Health Sciences Associa­
tion are unhappy with the ten­
tative current settlement 
prepared by industrial enquiry 
minister Fred Long, saying the 
proposed wage increase in the 
settlement will not give them 
parity with other technicians 
across Canada.
They would require a one- 
year increase of 14 per cent to 
18 per cent to reach the same 
pay level as workers in other 
provinces.
The striking workers will not 
go back to work until they have 
at least the basis of a settlement, 
said Smith.
IT’S BADMINTON SEASON 
AT SANSCHA HALL!
TUES., WED. & SUN.







• Hardwood Lumber 
and Plywood
® Fir, Pine, Cedar, rough S4S
• Oak Molding
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Saanich Penln^W ^ s^q
YOU COULD
on a wide range ol Hems you use frequently 
from Saanich Poninsula Merchants.
There are many good reasons to subscribe to The Review! 
NEW COVERAGE BONUS OFFERS BONUS PRiZES
No one covers Saanich Penin­
sula nows like Tho Rovitm, 
You'll know what's happening, 
why It's happening and how it af- 
feds you and your neighbour. 
You’ll know what your local 
goyernmonf Is doing, what's 
happening In the courts and opi­
nions of your fellow citizens. 
Regular columnists are 
foaiurod to Inform and ontodaln 
you. ;
Your tjuppoil through your 
subscription will allow us to ex­
pand our nows coverage to give 
you more ol what you want to 
road,
As a Review subscriber you'll 
receive valuable bonuses like the 
rjpoclal coupon book oKorod above. 
All now and oxlsllng subscribers will 
receive tho opportunity to save 
over $500.00 on frequently u.'j0d 
goods arid servIceB. Just a few ex­
amples are; $10.00 off any rrjpair or 
service from British IHuropean 
Motors; $5.00 off any sweater from 
City Limits; $10.00 off any tanning 
package from Keating Talk Filnesa; 
$2.00 off oriy compact disc from 
Tunes 'N Toes; All now subscribers 
will receive <i free classiilod ads 
from The Review, a regular value of 
sa.oo.
As you can see, if pa>'8 to be a 
Review subscriber.
People like conte,sts, 
games, puzzles. It you are 
ono of these, you'll ap­
preciate the bonuses of- 
f G r 0 cl t o R e vie w 
Subscribers.
As a subscriber you'll 
always receive at least dou­
ble the amount a nan- 
subscriber would receive. 
Don't miss out on an op­
portunity to win BIG, 
subscribe
For a llmlled lirno 
Save 20% on 6 mo. and 
1 yoar subscriptions
Dip ttifir coupon and attach your ct’ioquo 
or nnonoy ordor and mall to:
Tfto Rovlow, R.O. Box 2070, Gidnoy VOL 3S5, 
or drop In Ed ono of our conveniont drop txix 
kxations.
OR USE YOUR VISA/MASTCR CARD 
and pfiomt our oflico ui 6564151 to litari 
yourBubRCftplIon:
RIoiisi!i Sturt my subscription 
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Factory Authorized Repair Shop 
For;
Evinrude & Johnson 
Outboards 
OMC Cobra & Volvo ^ 
Sterndrives
PARKLAND CROSS COUNTRY RUNNER Kim
CuJIough endures the 4,200-metre course.
Claremont 
Impressive
The impressive Claremont 
cross-country team, whose par­
ticipants double the number of 
other schools, are a force lo be 
reckoned with.
In the fourth race of the 
Lower Island high school cross 
country league, Claremont won 
the 6,800-metre boys’ race w'ith 
a first and third; sandwiched in 
. between was Esquimalt.
Parkland girls’ placed third in 
the 4,250-metre race behind 
Claremont and winners Mount 
Doug. Top runner for Parkland 
was Kim McCullough, who 
camein ninth.
Steliy’s girls’ didn’t fare so 
well. The best placement of 
their lean team of three was 
Paula Willbond who came in 
25th.
“Last year we had a good 
team and we placed seventh or 
eighth,’’ said Willbond. “To 
qualify for the Island cham­
pionships, you have to place in 
the top 25— we’re doing well, 
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10134 McDonald Park Road
No ban
Aid. Ben Ethier was furious.
He wanted to ban outdoor 
burning from noon Saturday 
until Monday morning, saying 
he had received appro.ximately 
30 complaints this summer. But 
council rejected the idea at its 
Oct. 13 meeting.
“This summer I’ve had 
nothing but complaints about 
smoke,’’ said Ethier.“The ma­
jority is being punished by the 
minority.’’
“I hope the people who are 
listening (on Cable 10) give you 
supreme hell.”
Council instead decided that 
burning should be permitted 
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Aid. Ron 
Kubek argued that Ethier’s sug­





IT’S PARTY TIME One-Size-Fits-AII COSTUME — 
Pussycat, French Maid, Instant Nurse ^7’_49 
For Night Stalkers! LIVING NIGHTMARE 
Theatrical Makeup ®9.99 
Blood Capsules (non-toxic) ^3.59 
Inflatable BIG FEET - Monster or Clown ®6.35 
WIGS - Vampire or Gypsy ^"8 5.59 
3D MAKEUP - Terrifyingly Realistic ®5.49
FIREWORKS ON SALE
OCTOBER 24
Large selection: Roman Candles - 
Screamers - Silver Snow Flake - 
Oriental Splendor - Big Bertha - Prairie 
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Expect more for your food dollar - V/e ST ORE
Q’/H P O only discount prices. NOT service, HOURS!
olCHlOyij in©0©3 pacing your groceries for 22 years at daily830 - 6:M 
-----_ - no extra cost to you THURS.. FRI. 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 6:00















GR. “A” BEEF 
BONELESS
SIRLOIN
STE A K.     5.49 kg ib.
GR. “A” BEEF BONELESS 39
BLADE CHUCK ROAST......3.06 kg 1 ib.
GR. “A” BEEF BONELESS “159
BLADE CHUCK STEAK3.51 kg 1 ib.
FRESH BONELESS
SHOULDER BUn 4 79
PORK ROAST.... 3.95 kg 1 lb.
GR. “A” BEEF BONELESS
CROSS RiB STEAK .... 3.73 kg
FRESH PORK
• LIVER, KIDNEY, HEART 
or PIGS FEET.................... 1.08 kg
PRINCE SLICED
SIDE BACON .. ,




PARTY STICKS. 500g I ea
VAC-PAK Ofid
BOLOGNA CHUNKS .2.18 kg S^lib.
• BONELESS R.T.S. ^09
DINNER HAM ......6.37kg & lb.
•ASST’D 449
LIVER SAUSAGE....... 375g I ea
FRESH BULK QQ^
B.B.Q...... ..2.18 kg ilwib.
WE OFFER SPECIALS - DISCOUNT PRICES NOT DISCOUNT SERVICE! 
PACKING YOUR GROCERIES FOR 22 YEARS & MORE ~ NO EXTRA CHARGE
NABISCO CCRCAU






Party Pak ^ 
Cooklo Jar ... 600g I
UNCLE SEN',S RiCE 
LONG GR. & WILD 1 rog 
or
BROWN & WILD i4?o ...
29
SEA HAUL








GARBAGE BAGS For Oulslde .... 10’s
MELITA













D0 G F00 D Tall tins.....723g
53' 
63'
LACTANTIA PURE 100% SOYA
MARGARINE
KRAFT 4 67CHEESESLICES„....8’s^irs25Dg Tpk




FRUIT PUNCH 355 ml
FROZO -123GREEN PEAS . . .ikg l '
HIGH LINE A43
COD FISHSTICKS.r,T„nYnu,...,.350a Z
r EARLY BAKING SPECIALS:-™
EAGLE BRAND SWEET 4 R7




SKIM MILK POWDER ...... i k«pk.
ALOHA FROM PINE TREE 017
SHELLED WALNUTS :.......,.4Dog Z^;
R()mNS0NrS GLAZED -| 0/
«00g










APPLE SAUCE 14 01. 10
SUPER SAVINGS 




j CLIP & SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS 
FLEISCHMANN
I il/iARGARINEr.
1 WITH THIS COUPON YOU PA|' ONLY 
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CLIP A SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS 
I MAXWELL HOUSE
! INST. COFFEE?;'
I WITH THIS COUPON YOU PAY ONLY
I Onw Coupfm lit«m L ipIfifliSi Ocf .
»jL' iMf.-m mmm M'Iwm
CLIP S SAVE A’f SIDNEV SUPER FOODS 
I SUNLIGHT LIQUID
DISH DETERGENT u
I WITH THIS COUPON VOU PAY ONI.V 
I Cfiiiprui Pitrr ll»m. Etpiir/iii Otlt. 2S/ft6
1 ...
